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PREFACE
This document is intended to serve as a User's Manual and a
Programmer's Manual for the Mask Analysis Program. The fixst por-
tion of the document is devoted to the user. It contains all of the infor-
mation required to execute MAP. The remainder of the document
describes the details of MAP software logic. Although the information
in this portion is not required to run the program; it is recommended
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In examining software designed sp:cificaily for artwork verification
and other closely related graphic analysis functions, several major dis-
advantages become apparent:
o	 Artwork verif;.cation and. other analysis processes
are generally limited to small designs due to techni-
ques for which execution time and computer memory
resources increase out of proportion to an increase
in design density or complexity.
0	 When artwork analysis techniques are too rigid or
too specific, the software is useful for only limited
technologies. The software will require constant
updating, and eventually become obsolete,
o If the software requires lengthy and cumbersome
input data preparation, or if the input data is an
output produced by anotizer program, standalone
usage may be prohibited. If the output format is
a rigid interface to another program, its useful-
ness as a standalone program is questionable.
The Mask Analysis Program (MAP) was designed to avoid these
pitfalls and to surpass the capability of the single function analysis programs.
Two significant principles were applied in the design of MAP.
o Data Base Simplicity - M11P operates on mask data
which has been converte:i fr on-i its original forcri to
orthagona.l rectangles with identification numbers.
o	 Ma.xirnurn User Con trol - MAP processes are com--
plotely controlled by a unique command language.
Among the mask analysis processes which the user
may command are: qualitative and gt-tantitative
testing of mask areas, modification of masks, crea-
tion of new masks, and computation and soitin g ofCP
mask data,
1--1
Among the major features of MAP are the following;
o Versatility - The user is not bound to a specific technology
nor to specific mask tests: MAP analysis processes may
be applied to a wide range of computer-aided design appli-
cations.
o	 Multipur ose Processing - MAP is not a single function
processor restricted to artwork verification. It is also
capable of performing the equally important tasks of
device identification, nodal , analysis, capacitance cal-
culation, a.nd logic equation generation.
o	 Variable User Interface - Input of masks to MAP requires
no lengthy or cumbersome formatting or device identifi-
cation. Input and output data is not restricted to a single
format. A number of formats are available. In addition,
MAP is structured such that implementation of new for-
mats will require only the replacement of an isolated sub-
routine.
o	 Machine independence - MAP processing is performed on
an open-ended data structure basis; i.e., the number and
size of masks analyzed are not restricted by available
core memory. MAP was written in FORTRAN IV rising
only the widely compatible statement forms.
o	 High--Speed Processing - Because of the simplicity of
rectangle processing, MAP is capable of greater pro-
cessing speed than other accepted methods of rnask
processing.
4%.	 t -- 7
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2.	 PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND OPERATION
This section presents a general description of MAP processing
flow and a general definition of processing terms which will be referred
to in the remainder, of the document. Sections 3, 4, and 5 present the
details of specific processes for specific circumstances. Appendix A
illustrates job setup examples for the actual execution of MAP.
2.1
	 Flow of Processing
Figure Z-1 illustrates the genera). flow of MAP processing. As
shown, there are two major processes: rectangular refinement and
CC- I Lmand execution.
Rectangular refinement occurs at the beginning of execution and is
the process of reading the graphic input data, converting the data to ortho-
gonal rectangles if necessary, and storing the rectangular data on a file.
This is a two pass process. On the first pass, smashing into rectangles
occurs. This may consist of breaking orthogonal polygons into rectangles
and/or breaking non-orthogonal polygons into thin horizontal rectangle
slices which approximate the shape with a degree of accuracy chosen by
E"	 the user. On the second pass, any necessary scalin g
 or offsetting is
performed.
Command execution is performed for the remainder of the run.
Commands are processed one at a tithe. Data is read fro-n the mask
rectangle: €i.le, processing is performed, new data is stored on the rec-
tangle file or an output file, and any user information is printed. Execu-





2.2.1 Rectangle Definition and IderntificatLon
Figure 2-2 illustrates the MAP definition of an orthogonal rectangle.
Six words are required to define a rectangle: two identification nuraibers,
the lower left corner coordinates, and the upper right corner coordinates.
Rectang les are processed and stored in this form.
The identification LLUMbers h.	 been provided. to allow associations
between rectangles to bc established and idcntified by the user. These
numbers are referred to in thi., docurrnerit as the primary and secondary
identifiers and Lhe specific va.luzs of each will be discussed in accordance.
with each command in subsequent sect 1-0a .
2-1
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C2.2.2 General Graphics Terms
Several terms 'have special connotations with regard to MAP. The
term mask refers to the collection of graphic data which is on a single art-
work level or which bears a certain qualitative significance. In other
words, a mask need not conform to a strict technological mask definition. j ;F
For example, a mask may be the resulting errors from an artwork test.`'=
Internal to MAP, a mask is a collection of rectangles which is stored in
one or more records beginning at a mask position on the rectangle file, 	 -
and which is accessed by a unique 4-character alphabetic name.
The term mask areas must be interpreted somewhat in context.
However, in ganeral, an area refers to one or more rectangles on a mask
which have a collective significance which is often reflected in the rectangle
identifiers.
The term linkage has a special MAP connotation. Rectangles on a
mask are linked if they are physically connected.. Rectangles on different
masks are linked if they intersect or if they are each linked on their own






3.	 GRAPHIC DATA INPUT
The graphic data associated with a set of masks may be described
in many ways.	 Ons of the significant features of MAP is the wide variety
of input data formats which it will accept. 	 MAP will accept masks from
mixed formats within the same run. 	 Appendix B details each input for-
mat currently accepted. 	 The structure of MAP is such that acceptance of
additional formats requires only the addition of a small subroutine to inter-,
pret each format.
After a specific format is interpreted by MAP, the data is translated ~;
into an internal format u11ow ing the most efficient processing capabilities.
This internal. format, as discussed in Section 2, is in the form of rectangle
definitions.
Most users will probably find this Z--dimensional £orris quite suitable.
However, the facility exists in MAP for handling 1- . dimensional data.
	 The
user may specify that the input data for a particular run is to be treated as
line segments.	 This requires the same storage space; line end points in-
stead of rectangle diagonal end points are stored.	 One .- dimensional data
of this type is readily acceptanAe to many of the MA1l processes,	 However,
-	 there are certain processes which are not meaningful with I-dimensional
data and the program will consider thv data 2-dimensional.
	 The user, •'
therefore, should ba cautious in selecting meanin gful commands when pro-






4 0	 MAP COMMAND FORMATS
This section is devoted to the description of MAP commands. The
MAP command language is the means by which the user initiates mask pro-
cessing. This approach contributes to the versatility of the program and
provides the maximum user control, since processing is performed exactly
as commanded.
For a program using this command approach to be versatile, the
command language must offer a wide range of capabilities. Table 4-1 is
a summary of the commands comprising the high--le- rel MAP language. The
commands are listed in several categories;
o	 Preprocessing Commands are processed at the beginning
of the execution to specify run options and assign names
to the input masks.
o	 Input/Output Commands are provided to allow the user to
conveniently transfer data.
o	 Operational Commands direct the performance of a long
list of single and double mast: operations which result in
t	 the creation of new masks.
o	 List Processing Commands direct several multiple mask
processes-which require complex list processing techniques.
o	 Dimensional Processing Commands are provided to initiate
various dimensional calculations.
o	 Control Commands are provided to allow the user to change
position in the command string to construct loops and
branches in processing.
u
The user will find that the MAP language contains commands for very
	
2
complex processes as well as very simple processes. Many of the operational
processes, for example, are very basic processes. The user will. find that
several basic processes are often required to obtain a, desired result, and
there are often several methods of obtaining the same result. With practice,
a user can quickly acqLAre the ability to set up efficient conzrnand strings.
The user should not find it disturbin g if a particular execution requires
several hundred corn.ma.rnds. MAP processing speed is very high., particularly





MASK Input mask identification
In ut /Out ut Commands-.
COMM Comment printout
FILE Special mask output
TEXT Special text output
FREE Mask storage release
Operational Commands:
OPER Mask operations
SPEC Mask.... p e .nation sj2ecifications
List Processin Commands:
TRAC Interconnection tracin g
BOOL Boolean equation generation
LIST List cross-reference
Dimensional Processing Commands:
AREA Area com • utation
PERT Perimeter corn ut^4tion




IF NI., Null condition routing
I
is i
This section presents a discussion of each of the command categories
and a detailed description of each command format and usage considerations.
The commands are input in a basically free format, are read as 80-character
records, and are interpreted character-by-character.
The format. descriptions which follow illustrate the general form,




Command names occupy the first four characters of the
command record.
o Mask names must be alphabetic strings of one to four
characters with no internal blanks and must not be the





All numerical values trust be whole numbers. Positt.ve




All delimiters (commas, colons, slashes, equal signs,





	 Where blanks are inel '.cated in the format description,
any number of blanks may be entered and any number
of blanks may be placed between the command name
and the remainder of the command.
o	 Characters 73-80 of a command record are not inter-
preted as part of the command and, therefore, may be
used for comments or identification.
4.1	 Preprocessing Commands
The preprocessing commands are required for every MAP execution,
first the OPTN command and the n the required number of MASK commands.
These two commands are read only through the command input unit, and














p, a, d, f, o, s .
1
P - 0/1/2/3/4/5/ - degrees of printout.
a - 0/1/ - alternate input command unit, off/on.
d - 0/1,' - normal 2-dimensional data/1-dirnensional data.
f. = + Integer - input scale factor. Positive implies
multiplication, negative implies division.
o W 0/l/ - automatic offset, on/off.





; 	 The OPTN command is used to specify options which are to apply
to an individual Mi%P run. It is the first command processed.
The user may select one of six degrees of printed output from the
printer unit. Table 4-.2 indicates the information provided for each degree.
A value of 2 or 3 is recommended for most runs.
If an alternate command unit is specified, all commands following
the last MASK command will be react from the alternate unit.
One- or two-dimensional data interpretation is in effect for the
entire run.
The scale factor indicated is applied after and in addition to any
scale factors indicated in the input data file.
Automatic offset adjusts all mask coordinates such that the lowest
and leftmost point on any mask is point (0, 0). If automatic offset is not









File and mask directory at beginnin g and end of run
Command images as processed
File and rnask directory after each process
. - Listing of resultant mask data when PRNT specifier 2-5
is used or when data is of a list form
Timer Out2ut after each process
Listing of command file at the beginning of the run 3-5
Listing of all resultant mask-data
Basic debug output 4-5
Listing of intermediate processing mask results
Extensive debug oytput 5
4-5
The smash slice height should be specified as zero unless the input
data contc- ins non -orthogonal items. In that case, a smash slice height
should be specified in. accordance with the range in value of the data and the
accuracy desired. Very thin slices will result in very accurate approxima-
tions buL will increase the number of rectangles on the mask and reduce the
processing speed. On the other hand, the slice height should not be too large.
A rule of thumb is the -maximum slice height should not exceed the shortest
distance between any non-orthogonal line and any other line which is not
directly connected. This will eliminate any discontinuities which could be
created in smashing.
4. 1.2 MASK - Input Mask Identification Command
Format:
MASK u, t, $, Ml , ... , mn
U	 = integer > 11 - mask input logical unit number. On
machines which require a FORTRAN DEFINE FILE
for a particular format file type, the value of u is
restricted to the range of 11-15.
t	 - -1/0/1/2/3/4 - mask data format t-rpe. See
Appendix B for complete description,
s	 = integer - number of levels to skip before accepting
input data. For types -1, 3, and 4 it is with respect
to the beginning of the file; for types 0, 1, and 2 it
is with respect to thy: current file position.
MI , ..., mn= names to be assigned to the masks as they are input.
D e:s c r iption;
At least one MASK command is required for MAP execution; It milst
follow the OPTN command.
Multiple MASK commands are required when; data is to be input frorn
more than one unit, the data consists of mixed formats, or the desired masks
cannot be read in a continuous sequential manner from the input device..
The level skip capability is provided to allow inputting portions of
mask files. After part of a file is skipped, successive mask levels are ac-
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The commands in this category are all associated with input/output
f,	 operations.
The COMM and FREE commands are primarily provided as a con-
venience to the user. The FILE and TEXT commands represent the major
MAP facility for mask data output.
4. 2.1 COMM - Comment Printout Command
Format:
COMM character string
character string = users comment of up to 68 characters
to be printed on the listing.
Descrintion:
The COMM command allows the user to document the MAP execution
listing. Whenever a COMM command is encountered, the character string
contained is printed on the run listing, centered on the page. These
comments are also a benefit to the user by helping to maintain order and
meaningfulness of the command file or card deck.
4.2. Z FILE -Special Mask Output Command
Format:
FILE u, t, m,1, f
u = 5/6/7/8/9. - output logical unit Number.




name of the rr.a.sk to be output.
1' - level number on output file. Required only for type 3 format.







The FILE command initiates mask coordinate data output according
to the format specified by the user. The coordinate data is output as rec-
tangle descriptions. Where the format permits, the rectangle identifiers
are included.
4. 2. 3 TEXT - Special "Teat Output Command
Format:
TEXT u, t, m, 1, f	 2
u - 5/6/7/8/9  - output logical unit number.
t = 0/1/3 - mask data format type. See Appendix B for
complete description.
n = 1/2/3 - primary/secondary/both identifiers to be output.
m = name of the mask for which identifiers are output.
1	 = level number on output file. RegLAred only for type 3 format.
f	 = 1/0 - new fide to be started/no new file. Applicable only to
type 3 format.
Description:
The TEXT command initiates output of rectangle identifiers. included
are the lover left coordinates of each a sociated rectangle. This type of in-
formation is very useful for displaying mask area identification when utilizing
a graphics system with a CRT.
4. 2.4 FREE - Masi: Stora ge Release Command
Format:
FREE ml ,... , mn






The master mask file contains space for a specific number of masks.
The number of masks which can be contained depends on the file assignment
and the dimension of the directory arrays in the particular MAP version.
When this number of masks is small due ,to machine or disk limitations, the
user may need to delete masks which are no longer needed for processing,:,
to provide file space for other masks.	 This is initiated through the FREE
command.	 The program simply erases its directory information for the -^
masks listed, releasing the file space for further use.
4.3	 Opp_ rational- Commands
Two operational commands, OPER and SPEC direct the performance
of a number of simple mask operations. 	 The OPER command is used to
initiate an operation involving one or two masks, the result of which is the
creation of a new mask.	 The SPEC command is used to define specifica-
tions to an operation.
	 it precedes the OPER command of the operation for
which the specifications apply.
Because the operations which are available and the specifications
which can be applied are numerous, the general forms of the OPER and
SPEC commands will be discussed first, each followed by a complete
description of the specific forms.
4. 3. 1	 OPER - Mask Operation Command t
General Format:
OPER	 rn	 otml, m2'6'gl , qZ
mr	 W	 the name to be given to the mask resulting from
the operation.
o	 a 4-character operator identifying the operation
to be performed..
m10 m2	the names of the masks involved in the nperati.on.
' q1' q2
	
_	 any qualifiers or options associated with the z	 .;
operation where applicable. ..:
General Description;
The OPER command simply initiates the creation of a new mask
from a specified operation on one or two other masks. It is permissible
for a mask being operated upon to also be named as the resultant mask,
4-g
in which case, the resultant. mask will assume the name and the other
mask will be lost upon completion of the operation. Table 4-3 is a





 = the name of the resultant mask.
m l = the name .
 of the mask to which the resultant mask is equated.
SAME Description:
The SAME operation simply creates a mask which is a duplicate of
another mask. Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the
identifiers on the resultant mask will be the same as on the original mask.
NGTV Format:
.	 i A
OPER mr = NGTV-bmI
m = the name of the resultant mask.
r
ml = the name of the mask of which the resultant mask is a
negative.
NGTV Descri-Dtion:
The NGTV operation creates a mask which is the negative of another
mask. '1 he lower boundaries of the resultant mask are zero in both x and y
directions. The upper boundaries are the maxim a m x and y values encouter-
ed during preprocessing of the masks.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the primary and
secondary identifiers for all of the -rectangles on the resultant mask will be
set to one and two respectively.
EDGE Format:
OPER	 mr = ot3rn l^ Tgl , q4
m	 the name of the resultant mask.
r
o	 = edge operator:
EDGE - extraction of all edges.
FIEDG - horizontal edges only.

















NINT 2 Non-intersection extraction
EXOR 2 Exclusive OR
LINK I Single mask linkage
LINK 2 Double mask lin1rage










z Double mask spacing extraction
SPIN 1 z-axis rotation
FLIP 1 x- and/or y-axis rotation
PUSH 1 Offs et
SCAL 1. Scaling
WNDW 1 Window restriction
PLAC z Cell placement
Table 4-3
4-11
Iml	 = the name of the mask from which area edges are to be extracted.
q l ,, qZ = optional buried line removal qualifiers.	 One or two of thefollowing:
SAMI	 -	 same primary identifiers.
SAW	 same secondary identifiers.
SAME -	 both identifiers the same.
DIF1	 -	 different primary identifiers.
DIFZ	 -	 different secondary identifiers.
DIFF	 both identifiers different.
EDGE Description:
Any form of the EDGE operation creates a new mask which contains the
edges (or sides) of areas (rectangles or groups of rectangles) on another mask.
Although the resultant edges are lines, they are stored and processed as width-
less rectangles.	 The user has the option of extracting all edges, horizontal
edges only, or vertical edges only by choosing the operator EDGE, HEDG, or
VEDG respectively.
If no optional buried line removal qualifiers are specified, the resultant
mask contains all of the horizontal and/or vertical edges of every rectangle. 	 The
buried line removal qualifiers allow the user to obtain the edges of mask areas
(rectangle clusters).	 If several rectangles are adjacent or overlapping and only
Y.^
their periphery is desired, the internal edges may be eliminated. 	 The line re-
moval qualifiers represent the conditions upon which internal Unes will be re-
moved.
	
The conditions are based on the relationships of the primary and sec-
ondary identifiers of any two adjacent or overlapping rectangles in question.
Figure 4-1 illustrates several examples of EDGE operation results with various
line remo-vat qualifiers.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), a resultant edge will
retain the identifiers of the rectangle from which it was extracted.
EXPN For:-nat:
5
OPER mr = EXPNbml6:+:, y
i
mr	= the name of the resultant mask.
ml	= the name of the mask to tic expanded.
x,y	 =	 + integer expansion values.
4-l2
Mask C - resixlf of 01
EXAMPLES OF EDGE OPERAT301,; BURIED LINE REMOVAL
Mask A
Mask 13 -- result of OPER B = EDGE A SAME
4-13
EXPN Description;
The EXPN operation creates a new mask which contains the rectangles
of another mask expanded by given distances in the x and/or y directions.
Negative expansion values will result in size reduction. The overall dimen-
sional change is twice the expansion value; e. g., in the horizontal direction, the
left side is shifted left a distance x, and the right side is shifted to the right also
by a distance x.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the primary and
secondary identifiers will be retained exactly as on the original mask.
Any portion of the resultant mask, which as a result of expansion, falls
outside of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the maximum posi-
tive x or y limits, will be lost.
The reader will note that this operation is an additive process. For a
multiplicative scaling, refer to the SCAT, form of the OPER command.
PLUS Format:
OPER mr = PLUS6m l , mZ
mr	= the name of the resultant mask.
ml , mZ = the names of the masks to be combined.
PLUS Des cription:
The PLUS operation simply creates a new mask which contains all of the
rectangles of two other masks. Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command),
	 ,. -f
the rectan gles will retain their original primary and secondary identifiers.
INTR Format:
OPER mr = NTP\bm.l, mZfjg l , q2
Mr	 = the name of the resultant mask.
ml , mZ = the names of the masks to be intersected.
q l' q2	 = optional intersection qualifiers. One or two of the following-,
SAPAI -- same primary identifiers.
SAMZ - sarrm-c secondary identifiers.





DIF1 - different primary identifiers.
DIF2 - di fferent secondary identifiers.
DIFF - both identifiers different.
INTR Description:
The INTR operation creates a new mask which contains rectangles
	 4
representing the coincidence or intersection of two other masks.
	 ..''
If no qualifiers are specified the resultant mask conta ins all inter-
'	 section areas of the two masks. The intersection qualifiers allow the user
to specify what is a valid intersection between two rectangles based on
some relationship between the rectangle identifiers, as listed above.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), a rectangle on
the resultant mask will have primary and secondary identifiers respectively
reflecting the primary identifier of the rectangle on the first (ml ) mask
and the primary identifier of the rectangle on the second (m 2 } mask which'
intersected to form it.
NINT Format:
OPFR m  = NINT6mI , M 2^g1 , q2
i	 m	 = the name of the resultant mask.
r
M l	= the name of the mask containing the areas to be
found exclusive.
m2	 = the name of the mask containing excluded areas.
gl ,g2 = optional intersection qualifiers, see INTR Format.
NINT Description:
The NINT operation creates a new mask which contains all of the
areas on the first mask (mI) which do not intersect the second mask (rn2).
The qualifiers are the sarn.e. as for the INTR operation.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the resultant
rectangles retain the original identifiers.
EXOR Forraat:
OPER M  = EXOR-r3mI, 
rn2-5g1 0 q 
M	 = the nan-Le of the resultant walk.
r	 .
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gl,gz = optional intersection qualifiers. See INTR Format.
EXOR Description:
The EXOR operation creates a new mask which contains the exclusive
OR of the areas on two other masks. The Boolean equivalent expression is
m  = ml • M2 + Ml • MZ' The qualifiers are the same as for the INTR
operation,
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the resultant
rectangles will retain the identifiers from their respective original masks.
Single Mask LINK Format;
OPER m  = LINK^ml;6gl
m = the name of the resultant mask.r
m l	the name of the mast: on which rectangle linkages
are to be found.
q l	optional inter-mask linkage qualifier:
POIN - minimum connection by a point.
LINE - minimum connection by a line.
AREA - minimum connection by an area.
Single Mask LINK Description:
The LINK operation on a single mask creates a new rnask containing
the same rectangles as on the original mask but with their identifiers
modified to reflect connections between rectangles. The resultant secondary
identifiers are set equal to the original primary identifiers for each rec-
tangle. The operation locates groups of physically connected rectangles.
The rectangles within each group are assigned a new primary identifier
which is equal to the lowest original primary identifier of the rectangles
within the connected group.
The user may specify the minimum qualifications for a valid physical,
con.^ection with the qualifiers listed above. If no qualifier is specified it
defaults to POIN.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the resulting identification number assign-
ments for each connection q-calif catiorn for the single mask LINK operation.
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Double Mask LINK Format;
OPER	
m 	 LINKS' m , m2tgl , q,
m - the name of the resultant mask.
r
ml = the .name of the- mask- to be linked.
M  = the name of the mask to which linkage is performed.
q l -- intra-mask linkage qualifier:
POIN -	 minimum connection by a point,
LINE ..	 minimum connection by a lire.
AREA -	 minimum connection by an area.
NONE -	 no intra-mask linkage.
qZ = optional inter -mask linkage qualifier:
PON	 minimum connection by a point.
LINE	 --	 minimum connection by a line.
AREA -	 minimum connection by an area.
Double Mask LINK Descripticta:
The double mask .LINK operation first locates the connected groups
of rectangles on the first mask (m l ) in the same manner as in a single
mask LINK operation unless otherwise specified (q I
 = NONE). The qualifier
ql is specl.fi.ed to indicate the conditions of a valid connection for this step.
The ne}:t step is to locate only those groups of connected rectangles
which are connected to any rectangle on the second mask (rn 	 The qualifier,
q2 , indicates what is a valid connection between masks.
The rectangles remaining after the final step constitute the resultant
mask. The rectangle secondary identifiers (unless otherwise specified by a
SPEC command) will be the original primary identifiers of the rectangles
on mask ml , The rectangle primary identifiers will be set to the primary
identifier (unless other-vise specified by a SPEC command) of the first
(lowest number) rectangle found on the second mask to which each is linked.
Figure 4-3 illustrates an example of the double mask LINK opera-
tion.
0i
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OPER	 mr = NLNKtm l , rn2-bql , q2
m = the name of the resultant mask.r
ml
 = the name of the mask to be found not linked.
zn2
 = the name of the mask to which no linkage is to occur.
ql = intra-mask linkage qualifiers (see Double Mask LINK Format).
q2 = optional inter-mask linkage qualifiers (see Double Mask
LINK Format).
NLNK Description;
The NLNK operation is essentially the reverse of the double mask
LINK operation; L. e., to find the rectangles on the first mask which are not
linked to the second mask.
The first step is the same as for the double mask LINK operation.
The second step is to find only the rectangles or groups of connected rec-
tangles on the first mask (m 1 ) which are not connected to any rectangle
on the second mask (m2 ). The qualifiers indicate valid connections, and
are identical in form and rneanino to those for. the double mask LINK.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the rer.tangle
identifiers will be assigned the same as for a single mask LINK, 'i.e.,
as resulting from the first step of the operation.
Figure 4-3 illustrates an example of the NLNK operation.
Single Mask TWIX Format:
OPER m  = ob:nIbgl
rn = the nave of the resultant mask.
r
.0 = spacing operator;
TWiX	 horizontal and vertical spacing.
HTWX -	 iiorizontal spaces only.
VTWX	 -	 vertical spaces only..
^•	 DTWX	 spaces diagonally off rectangle corners.
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ml = the name of the mask upon which spaces are to be found.
q 	 = optional identifier qualifier:
SAME - same primary identifiers.
DIFF - different primary identifiers.
Single Mask TWIX Description:
Any one of the forms of the single mask TWIX operation is a process
of locating spaces between rectangles on a mask. The user may extract
horizontal and vertical, horizontal only, vertical only, or diagonal spaces
by choosing one of the operator forms: TWIX, HTWX, VTWX, or DTWX,
respectively.
The user may further qualify the extracted spaces by specifying
a qualifier limiting valid spaces to only those between two rectangles with
different primary identifiers. If no qualifier is given all spaces are ex-
tracted.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the space rec-
tangles constituting the resultant mask will each have their primary identi-
fier set to the primary identifier of the rectangle on the original mask
which was to the left or below it, and each secondary identifier will be
set to the primary identifier of the rectangle on the original mask which
was to the right or above it.
Figure 4-4 illustrates examples of sin gle mask TWIX operations.
Double Mask TWIX Format:
OPEN	 m  = oISr n l , in2I'gI
m	 = the name of the resultant mask.
r
o	 = spacing operator:
TWIX - horizontal and vertical spaces.
HTWX -- horizontal spaces only.
VTWX - vertical spaces o4ly.
DTWX - spaces diagonally off rectangle corners.





1. ^	 ... ._.. .^ r-
_	 ql - optional identifier qualifier:
SAME - same primary identifiers.
DIFF - different primary identifiers.
Double Mask TWIX Description:
The forms of the double mask TWIX operation are the same as the
single mask TWIX forms except that spaces extracted are between the
rectangles of two masks; L. e., as would be seen if the two masks were
overlayed. Only spaces between rectangles of different masks are extracted.
The identifier qualifier has the same meaning as for the single mask
TWIX operation.
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the space rectangles
constituting the resultant mask will each have primary and secondary identi-
fiers corresponding to the primary identifiers of the rectangle on the first
mask (M,) and the rectangle on the second mask (m2 ), respectively, between
which the space was located.
S_ PIN Format;
OPER m  = SPIN'bmIbxr, yr , q
M •	 = the name of the resultant mask.
r
m	 = the name of the mask to be rotated.
xr , yr = iateger:s> 0 :- coordinates of the center of rotatiori.
q	 =: 1/2/3 - the number of quadrants of rota.tion.^ i
SPIN Descrip*ion:
The result of the SPIN operation is the original mask rotated in the
x-y plane about the point (xr , vr) q quadrants in the clockwise direction..
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command) the resultant
rectangle identifiers are the same as on the original mask.
Any portion of the mask, which, as a result of the SPIN operation,
falls outside of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the




OPER mr = FLIPbmIb ' ym
M = the name of the resultant mask.
r
ml = the name of the mask to be mirrored.
X  = positive integer - x mirroring axis; or no xiirroring if zero,
yto = positive integer = y mirroring; axis; or.no y
mirroring if zero.
FLIP Dese r iption:
The result of the FLIP operation is the mirroring of a mask about
a line x = x  and/or about a line y = ym. Unless otherwise specified (by
a SPEC command), the resultant rectangle identifiers are the same as
on the original mask.
PUSH Format:
OPER mr = PUSIlbrnl-bxo , yo
m = the name of the resultant mask.
r
M, = the name .of the mask to be offset.
X	 = integer x airectaon oiiseu value.
0
y	 = integer - y direction offset value.
0
PUSH Description:
The result of the PUSH operation is the offsetting of the original
mask by a value of xo in the x direction and yo in the y direction.
Unless otherwise spccifi€d (by a SPEC command), the resultant
rectari ale identifiers are the same as on the original mask.
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Any portion of the mask which, as a result of mirroring, falls
(	 outside of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the maximum
positive x or y limits will be lost.
^	 t
t
Any portion of the mask which, as a result of the offset:, falls outside
of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the maximum positive
.x or y limits, will be lost.
SCAL Format:
OPER mr = SCAL-bml -Ex
s' ys
m = the name of the resultant mask.
r
m l = the name of the mask to be scaled.
xs
 = integer scale factor in the x direction. Negative
values indicate division. A zero is interpreted
as no scaling,
y	 integer scale factor in y direction. Negative values
s	 indicate division. A zero is interpreted as no
...:! ling.
SCAL Descri tion:
The result of the SCAL operation is the scaling of the original mask
by given factors in the x and/or y directions. The .reader will note that this
is a multiplicative process. For an additive expansion or reduction see
the EXPN form of the OPER command.
Unless othera. :.se specified (by a SPEC command), the resultant
rectangle identifiers are the same as on the original. ►nask.
Any Portion of the mask which, as a result of the scaling process,
falls outsid e of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the
ma.ximnm positive x or y limits will be lost.
WNDW Format:
OPER mr	 WNDVMrnl-15xl, Yl , xZ , YZ
m	 = the name of the resultant mask.
r
M	 = the name of the mask to be windowed.
xl , yl = integers - the lower left corner coordinates of
the rectangular window.




The result of the WNDW operation is a mask which contains only the
areas of the original mask which fall within the range of a rectangular window.
The window is specified by its lower left corner point (xl, yl) and its upper
right corner point (x2 , y2)•
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the resultant rec-
tangle identifiers are the same as on the original mask.
PLAC Format:
OPER mgr = PLAC A ml , mz
Mr = the name of the resultant mask.
ml = the name of the mask containing the cells to be placed,
M2 = the name of the mask containing placement location of the cells.
PLAC Description:
The PLAC operatiun creates a mask which is the result of . placing the
cells defined by the first mask (m l ) in the positions defined by the second mask
(rnz).
Unless otherwise specified (by a SPEC command), the resultant placed
cell rectangle: identifiers will be the cell identifiers as an the first mask (ml).
Any portion of the mask which, as a result of the placement process,
falls outside of the first quadrant (positive coordinates) or exceeds the maximum
positive x or y limits will he lost.
The mask containing the cell description (m l ) must be a valid cell mask.
The mask containing the cell places-rient location (mz) must be a valid placement
mask. Refer to Appendix P for the data types and format descriptions of these
special mask forms.
4. 3. Z SPEC - Mask Operation Specification Command
General Format:
SPEC sl,sz,...,sn
s 1 , sz, ... , s n = specifications list.
.w u. N.._.. _.
General Description:
The SPEC command is used to define specifications to be applied to the
operations defined by OPER commands, Table 4-4 is a summary of the avail-
able specification forms.
Any number or combination of specifications may be defined for a single
operation. Multiple SPEC commands may be used where necessary. All SPEC
commands must directly precede the OPER command for the operation to which
they apply. Where conflicting or redundant specification types are contained in
a SPEC command, the program accepts the last one encountered as valid. Once
the operation has been performed, the program cancels the specifications.
In the following description of the individual specifier forms, the formats
will each be illustrated as if they were used alone. Where several specifications
are defined thev are separated by commas as shown in the above general format.
Any rectangle identifier modifications as indicated by the specifiers E and
R are performed in the very last step of any operation. The modifications are
based on a previous identifier status. This identifier status is the default status
and depends upon the operation form.. The defaults are contained in the descrip-




The PRNT specifier simply indicates the result of the operation is to be
printed by the listing device. The six-word rectangle descriptions are printed
one per line. The result is a six column list where the columns contain primary
identifiers, secondary identifiers, low x-coordinates, low y-coordinates, high
x-coordinates, high y-coordinates.
The user must be sure that the proper print option value has been speci-




The TEMP specifier indicates that the result of the operation is to be
discarded upon the completion of the operation. The TEMP specifier is obviously
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFIER FORM APPLICATION TO OPERATIONAL RESULT
PRNT Printed output
TEMP Temporary-storage
MIN Minimum dimensional restrictions
MAX Maximum dimensional restrictions
E Identifier equation
R Identifier replacement











meaningless unless the output is printed. If it is used alone the operation will
be wasted unless a PRNT specifier is defined or an appropriate print option
was given in. the OPTN command. This specifier is useful to avoid accumula-
ting masks which only need to be printed.
MIN Specifier Format:
SPEC M1Nd = v
d - l- character direction indicator:
A - all (x and y) directions.
X - x direction.




v = integer minimum dimension value.
MIN Specifier Description:
The MIN specifier allows the user to define the minimum acceptable
dimensions of resultant mask areas. If some portion of an area does not meet
the minimum dimension requirements, that portion will be deleted from the
result. The minimum dimension restriction can be applied in any of the direc-
tions indicated above. Table 4--5 indicates which of the directions are valid for
which operation forms.
MAX Specifier Format:
SPEC MAXd = v
d	 = 1-character direction indicator.
A - all (x and y) directions.
X - x direction.




v = integer ma.xiinu.m dimension value.
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MIN AND MAX SPECIFIER'S APPLICATION TO OPERATIONS
SPECIFIER FORMS APPLICATION TO OPER FORMS
MINA MAXA Applicable to an OPER form.
MINX MAXX Applicable to an CPER form.
MINY MAXY Applicable to anX OPER form.
MINL, MARL Applicable to all EDGE forms to limit
line len gths.	 Applicable to single and
double mask TWIX. HTWX, and VTWX
forms to limit the length of s aci149 runs.
MINW, MAXW Applicable to single and double mask
TWIX, HTWX, and VTWX forms to
limit the spacing distance.
M1NR, MAXR Applicable to single and double mask








The MAX specifier allows the user to define the maximtim acceptable
dimensions of resultant mask areas. If some portion of an area exceeds
the maximum dimension requirements,, that portion will be deleted from
the result. The maximum dimension restrictions can be applied in any of
the directions listed. Table 4-5 indicates which of the directions are valid




it = the identifiers to be equated:
1 - primary.
2 - secondary.




E Specifier Descriptio_: :
The E specifier is used to cause the resultant rectangle primary and/
or secondary identifiers to be equated to the previous primary or secondary
identifiers. A complete swap of identifiers is specified by E1@Z and E?-@l.
R Specifier Format:
SPEC Rir@ P
it = the identifiers to be replaced:
1 - primary.
2 - secondary.
i - the condition of the previous identifiers as the basis
p	 for incrementing the identifiers being replaced:
0 - unconditional replacement, identifier incremented
for each rectangle.
1. - increment on a change in previous primary identifiers.
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2 - increment on a change in. previous secondary identifiers.
3 - increment oa a change in either the primary or secondary
identifiers,
R Ppe^ci.fier Description:
The R specifier is used to cause the resultant rectangle primary
and/or secondary identifiers to be replaced based on some condition of
the previous status of the identifiers.
When an R specifier has been given, the functional portion of the
operation is performed normally. Upon completion, the resultant rec-
tangles are arranged in an ordered list. The ordering is based first
on the lowest primary identifier; when they are equal the next considera-
tion is the lowest secondary identifier.
The replacemen4 -of identifiers is based on the position of the
rectangles in the ordered list.
	
An unconditional replacement (i p = 0) is
simply the assignment of new identifiers in sequential fashion through
the list, incrementing the identifier for each rectangle.	 For the other
replacement types (1	 = 1, 2, or 3) identifiers are replaced in the same
sequential fasfiioa through the list except the identifier value is only incre- a
mented upon conditions of change in previous id.entiVers.
	 For ip = 1 in-
crementing occurs when a new primary identifier is found, for ip = 2
incrementing occurs when a new secondary identifier is found, and for
ip = 3 incrementing occurs whe	 either a newprimary or secondary has
been found. 5
The S and i specifiers discussed later in this section are used in
conjunction with the R specifier to define the starting value and the incre-
ment.If the S or I specifiers are not given, the starting value defaults to
one and the increment defaults to one. r'
S Specifier Format:
SPEC	 Six@,,`bv, ox
SPEC	 Six r i bxnl
'. .
i	 -	 the identifier b=ang replaced for which the starting
r













ml	 the name of the mask for which the highest it
ides tifier is looked up.
S Specifier Description:
The S specifier is used in conjunction with an R specifier to define
the starting identifier to be used in the identifier replacement process.
There are two foams of the S specifier as shown above. The first
form allows the user to specify a constant starting value. The second
form allows the user to have a starting value calculated based upon the
highest identifier found on another mask. The program looks up the
highest type it (primary or secondary) identifier assigned to auy of the
rectangles on the desired mask m 1 . The program then adds one increment
to this- value to get the starting value for replacement.
When an R specifier is used without an S specifier the starting value
defaults to one. When an S specifier is used without an R specifier, it is
ignored.
Caution should be exercised in choosing a starting value. If an
identifier exceeds the maximum integer value allowed for the particular




i = the. identifier being replaced for which the replacement
r	 incrementing value is being defined:
I - primary.
2 w secondary.
V =	 integer inc:rement> 0.
IS.pecifier  Description:
The I specifier is used in conjunction with an R specifier to define
the value by which replacement numbers are changed for each time they
are incremented. The increment value is sirnply given as a constant integer
value.
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When an R specifier is used without an I specifier the increment value	 -
defaults to one. When an I specifier is used without an R specifier, it is ignored.
Caution should be exercised in choosing large increment values. If an
identifier exceeds the maximum integer value allowed for the particular comput-
er, the run may produce erroneous results or may abort.
4.4	 List. Processing Commands
Three special list processing commands are provided for the MAP user.
These commands direct complex multiple mask processes:
o	 interconnection tracing (TRAC),
o	 Boolean equation generation (BOOL), and
o	 list cross-referencing (LIST).
These three commands have the same general format. The specific format for
each is presented in the following sections. In all cases where the command def-
inition becomes lengthy, it may be divided among several command records. In
this case, the command string must be divided between item:. tnd an t'*" must
appear as the 72nd character on each record except the last,
4.4.1 TRAC - Interconnection Trace Conzrnand
Format'
TRAC
/in / =nth item in the string, of the form /mn:rsza , ... mi /.
m 	 =the name of the mask involved in the trace (reference mask).
m a m.i=the names of the masks which, connect directly to the reference mask
Description
The purpose of the TRAC process is to locate all interconnections (inter-
sections) between a number of levels of masks. The result of this complex
linkage process is the reassignment of rectangle identifiers to reflect all of the
interconnections among the given masks.
The rnas'_-cs involved and their interconnection possibilities can be expres-
sed as a connection tree. The tre y: is merely a graphic description of those masks
which may be connected through intersection. The following illustration is an
examples of a connection tree of masks A through E.
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}This is interpreted: mask A connects to mask E if there is some area on
mask A which intersects some area on mask C which intersects mask E, or iA
connected to another area- on mask C which intersects mask E, and so on. If this
condition exists then all of the areas on masks E, C, and A which contribute to this
pathway, or node, will be given the same primary identification number.
The user represents the tree structure in the TRAC commands by indica-
ting each mask name and the names of each mask to which it may immediately
connect. For the above tree, the TRAC command might be represented as:
TRAC /E:C/C:A, B, E/A:C/B:C, D/D:B/
i. e. , E connects to C. C connects to A, B, and E, and so on. The masks in the
connection tree may be expressed in any order in the TRAC command, and the
connection path identifier assignments will be based on that order.
The user should examine the primary identifiers of the rectangles of the
masks involved before commanding execution of TRAC. Any rectangles with equal
primary identifiers will be considered as the same node. is this is to be avoided,
the primary identifiers on all the masks involved should be made unique. This may .;
be done with a proper SPEC command preceding a SAME operation equating a mask
4-- ;Fc,.mil r
Appendix C illustrates a simple example of an electrical nodal trace using
the TRAC ca_x;mand.
4.4.2 BOOL - Boolean Equation Generation Command
Formal;:
BOOL /u / i l/ i2/ . • • /in/
u	 = 5/6/7 /$/9 - logical unit to which: ^-)nl:!a.n data is to be written.
/in / = nth item in Lhe string, of the form /tn,,,I'll,, rnb... mi/ or of
the form /mn:s/ where:











ma-mi = the names of the masks from which respectively each
of i minterms may be derived for each item on the
reference mask. If a mask name is preceded by the
character"" " that mask's minterms will be inverted
(NOTed).
s	 = 0/1 indicating a constant off or on state respectively.
Description:.
The BOOL command process creates a list of Boolean equations which
describes sorne interaction between masks, i. e., the status of some mask
item as controlled by the status of other mask items. For example, the
status of operation (ON/OFF) of it lightbulb may depend on the status of a
switch and the status of voltage on the line; or the status of pipeline flow
may depend on the status of a valve and status of fluid in the lines.
The equation generation process initiated by the BOOL command might
best be described by a detailed example. A specific application for computer-
aided-design is that of describing the ON/OFF logic state of each source (or
drain) node in terms of the states of other nodes coatrolling it. The source
(or drain) node state of a transistor is controlled by the state of its gate
node and its drain (or source) node. The status of a node may be controlled





The status of node N is not only controlled by the states of nodes
A aricl X, but also by the states of nodes B and Y. If the transistors are
P-channel. the Boolean expression for the status of node N is;
N=XAT?D NOT A ORY AND NOT B,
a
if the transistors are N-channel the expression is:
N = X AND A OR Y ANT) B, 
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where each transistor contributes a minterm (e. g., X and A) to the expression.
The equation generation process locates all the nodes controlling each node and
generates the Boolean expression. The user need only specify the masks on
which the minterms are located. Of course, there are nodes which have a con-
stant On or OFF status, i. e., power andground.
The equation generation process for CMOS requires the following masks 	 .'
to be identified:
-P guard band (PG)
	
- where the primary sequence numbers
are node identifications. Each node
on this mask is grounded (0).
-N guard band (NG)
	
- where the primary sequence numbers
are node identifications. Each node on
this rriask"is connected to power (1).
-P sources/drains (PSD)
-P gates (PGM)	 - where the primary sequence numbers
are devices and secondary sequence
-N sources/drains (NSD)	 numbers are nodes.
-N gates (NGM)
5Thus, the BOOL command is expressed:
BOOL /u/P 1:0/NG:1/PSD:PSD,'PGM/NSD:NSD,NGM/
where each item is the mask name of the node, and mask name of its ra nterm
components. The sign	 preceding the mass: name PGIVI indicates that each
minterm part located from teat mask is to be a NOT sta g: in the Boolean expression.
The Boolean expressions are printed out if an appropriate print option was
specified in the OPTN command. The identifier data used to construct the expres-
signs is written to the specified logicat unit. Scction 5.7. explains the format of
this output.









/in	 g'/	 nth item in the stri p of the form /m :m m^
	
	
n a' b' ... '.M /
where:
ma -mi
 - the names of up to three masks contribute
to the cross-reference list.
Descr ptioa:
The LIST process performs a cross -reference on the rectangle
identifiers on several masks. Each item contains the name of the reference
mask m and a list of associa ted masks m -m.. The process creates
a list where each entry (which corresponds to one unique primary/ secondary
identifier pair on mask m n ) contains the following:
o	 word 1	 - mn
 rectangle primary identifier.
o	 word 2	 - :m rectangle secondary identifier.
. n
o	 word 3	 - m rectangle secondary identifier which
has the same primary identifier (word 1).
-	 o	 word 4- - same as word 3 for m •.tsks m -m..
word i+2	 b 1
o	 last word	 the item number n, (position in ?FIST command).
When there is more than are item specified in the command, the final list
is created by combining and ordering all of the entries from each item e s list.
The final cross-reference is written to the specified logical, unit.
Section 5.2 explains the details of this format.. If an appropriate print




Several commands ?re provided for the user to direct dimensional
computation process: are-as, per[me:ters, and ranges. The result of any of
these .processes is a list of the nurneric result of the particular computation.
The following pages describe each of the computations and the
format of each command. In all cases, the resultant values are listed in
scientific notation: a value times a power of ten. For simplicity only the
value and exponent are l.iste3.
4-,g
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4. 5.1 AREA - Area Computation Command
Format:
AREA u, m, f
U =	 5/6/7/8/9 - logical unit to which area data is to be written.
M = the name of the mask for which rectangle areas are to
be computed.
f	 t integer factor # 0 to be applied to the final result.
Negative values imply division.
Description:
The result of the AREA computation is a list of the areas (length x
width) of the rectangles on -the mask, adjusted by the given factor. The
list is printed in four columns (if an appropriate print option was specified
in the option command): primary identifiers, secondary identifiers, area
value, and exponent of ten multipliers. The list is written to the specified
logical unit in the format described in Section 5.2.
4.5.2 PERI - Perimeter Computation Comm.an3
Format:
PERI u, rn, f
U =	 5/6/7/8/9 - logical unit to which perimeter data Ls to be
written.
M = the name of the mask for Nvhich the rectangle perimeters
are to be computed.
f -	 + hiteger factor J 0 to be applied to the final result. Nega-
tive values imply division.
Description •
The result of the PERI computation is a list of the perimeters of
the rectangles on the mask, adjusted by the given factor. The list is 	 i
printed in Iou.r columns (if an appropriate print option was specified in the
option command): primary identifiers, secondary identifiers, perimeter
,«Y	 values, exponent of ten multiplier. The list is written to the specified logical
unit in the format described in Section 5.2.
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4. 5.3 PARE - Area and Perimeter Computation Command
Format:
PARE	 u, m., fa , f 
u = 5/6/7/3/9 .. logical unit to which area and perimeter data
is to be written.
m = the name of the mask for which the rectangle areas and peri-
meters are to be computed.
fa = + integer factor j 0 to be applied to the final area result.
Negative values imply division.
f  = + integer factor j 0 to be applied to the final perimeter result.
Negative values imply division.
Descrip*ion :
The result of the PARE computation is simply a combination of the
AREA and PERT computations. The list is printed in sip: columns (if all
appropriate print option was specified in the option command): primary
identifier, secondary identifier, area value, exponent of ten, perimeter
value, exponent of ten. The list is written to the specified logical unit in the
format dascribed in Section 5.2.
4. 5.4 RANG - Range Coinputaticn Command
Format:
RANG u, m, f, f
Y
u = 5/6/7/8/9 - logical unit to which range data is to be written.
m = the name of the mask for which the rectangle x and y ranges
are to be computed,
+ integer factor J 0 to be applied to the final x range result.
Negative values imply division.
f = + integer factor ^ 0 to be applied to the final y range result.
y	 Negative values imply division.
Description:
The result of the RANG con3putxtion is a list of the x (x 2 - x1 ) and




columns ( if an appropriate print option was specified in the option command):
primary identifier, secondary identifier, x range value, exponent of ten,
y range value, exponent of ten. The list is written to the specified Logical
unit in the format described in Section 5.2.
4.6	 Process Control Commands
Several commands have been provided to allow the user to control
the manner in which the total command file is processed. The commands
allow the user to have commands unconditionally skipped, or routing in
	 -^
the command file to occur based on a null mask condition.
With practice, a user will quickly learn to set up complex loops
and branches in the command file where necessary. This capability also
provides for reduction in run times where processes are only useful for
non-null masks. The masks may be tested for a null condition and blocks
of commands may be skipped if a null is found.
4.6.1 SKIP - Unconditional Routing Command
Format•
SKIP n	 "I
n = + integer - number of commands to skip.
Description.
The SKIP command directs the prograL-n to move forward or back-
ward in the command file. The command file is positionad to next read the
nth command following (+) or preceding (-) the SXIP command.




The IFNL commands direct the program to Lost for a null condition
of the given mask, and if null, to move forward or backward in the command
file. When this occurs the command file is positioned to next read the nth
command following (+r or preceding (.-) the IFNL command.
Several forms of data output are provided by MAP. The two major
categories of output are informational output and mask data output. The
following pages describe these output farms in detail.
	
5.1	 Informational Printout
MAP informational output is sent entirely to the listing device. infor-
mational output includes page headings, tables, command images, and
messages documenting a Part: _:uiar MAP run. The degree of printout is
optional as indicated in Table 4-2. The general form of the headings and
tables is illustrated in the sample ruin listin g
 given. in Appendix C. Messages
associated with abnormal, processing conditions are listed in Table 5--1.
When any special debug executions are necessary, the user may
specify a print option value of 4 or 5 on the OPTN command. Debug print-
out consists of single line strings of specific program variable values.
This printout has been implemented for selected subroutines and generally
occurs on entering or exiting the routine. The debug printout is divided
into two categories: basic and extensive. The basic debug printout occurs
at significant points in the processes. The extensive debug printout occurs
in repeatedly-used routines and may produce a lengthy listing. A print
option value of 4 yields only the basic form, a value of 5 yields both forms.
Table 5-2 lists the subroutines where printout may occur and a description
of the significance of the processing point where the line is printed. The
reader may refer to the source listing for th4 uaLmes of the actual variables
being printed.
	
5.2	 Mask Data Output
The mask data output includes any type of data directly related to
mask rectangle coordinates or identifiers.
The simplest form of this type is a printed listing of mask coor--
dLnates and identifiers. As previously mentioned, this is controlled by
the .print option of the OPTN co^.r:xnaind and the PR11T specifier of the
SPEC: command, for OPER commands.
A nother output form for mask coordinates and identifiers is via. the
FILE and TEXT commands to secondary storage devices. The formats
available are generally the same as for
 originally inputting mask data to
MAP. Appendix B describes eac tz format in detail. The masks involved
in these commands will also be printed when the print option is greater than
2.
.	 5-1
ABNORMAL PROCESSING CONDITION MESSAGES
A
MESSAGE INTERPRETATION
# FATAL ERROR The first command was not an OPTN
CONDITION I command.	 The execution is terminated.
# FATAL ERROR # No MASK command was encountered
CONDITION 2 immediately following the OPTN
command.	 The execution is terminated.
# WARNING # A command has been encountered which
CONDITION 3 sloes not contain a proper command type
name as ' the first four characters.	 The
command is ignored.
# WARNING # A command format error is present
CONDITION 4 disabling complete interpretation of the
command. An attempt is riiade to exe-
cute the command as it was interpreted.
# ERROR # A command format error is present
CONDITION 5 preventing any meaningful interpreta-
tion of the command.	 The command is
ignored.
^r ERROR, # No space is available on the mask file
CONDXTIOrl 6 to :write anoth r intermediate or resul-
tant mask.	 Execution of the command
is terminated.
# WARNING # A mask needed for a process is not
CONDITION 7 listed in the mask directory. 	 The mask
is assumed to be null
	 This condition
may often occur for valid reasons since
null masks are not listed in the mask
directory.	 However, the user should
chf:ck the spilling of the names given






ABNORMAL PROCESSING CONDITION MESSAGES
(continued)
MESSAGE INTERPRETATION
# WARNING # An intermediate result or a final resul-
CONDITION 8 tent mask is null.
	
This is a valid con-
dition often encountered in MAP pro-
cossing.	 When a resultant mask is null,
this message is followed by a null mask
message printed at the end of the
command processing.
# ERROR # An invalid logical unit number has been
CONDITION 9 specified in a command.	 Execution of
the command is termi -1--ted.
# WARNING # An error has occurred in reading a
CONDITION 10 command.	 An attempt is made to read
the next command.
# WARNING # An Error has occurred in writing mask
CONDITION 11 data to a.n output device.	 An attempt is
made to continue execution..
# WARNING # An error has occurred in reading mask
CONDITION 12 data from an input device. An attempt






OPI Processing path flags are printed preceding a
single mask: process ste .
OP2 Processing path flags are printed preceding  a
mask multiplying.process step.
OP3 Processing path flags are printed preceding a
simple multi- ass 2rocessing stn.
OP4 Processing path flags are printed preceding a
complex multi-pass processing step.	 Pass
flags are printed at the begini;ing of each pass.
SMASH Mask parameters are printed preceding the
first pass of input processingfor an input mash.
I01 The input mode is printed preceding input of
type -1 mask data. 	 This is available only using
a print option value of 5.
10 IA The input mode is printed preceding input of
type 0 mask data.	 This is available only using
a print option value of 5.
I01B The input mode is printed preceding input of
type I mask data.	 This is available only using
a print option value of 5.
I01C The i-npu.t anode is printed preceding input of
type 2 mask data.	 This is available only using
a print option value of 5.
10 ID The :input mode is printed preceding input of
type 3 mask data.	 This is available only using
a print option value of 5.
I01E The input mode is printed preceding input of
type 4 m.asl: data. 	 This is available only using






I04 Input and mask parameters are printed follow-
ing the reading of a record from the mask file.
105 Output and mask parameters are printed fol-
lowing the writing of a record to the mask file.
ORDERI The entry data and ordering flags are printed
following the entry of an item into an ordered
list.	 This is available only using a print option
value of 5.
ORDERZ Ordering .flags are printed printed preceding
the final process of sequencing an ordered list.
ORDER3 Ordering flags are printed preceding the final
process  of ordering large lists.
ORDER4 A pattern identifier is printed preceding the
process of setting up an ordering priority
pattern.
BOOKI Mask parameters are printed following the loca-
tion of a mask in the mask directory.
BOOKZ Mask param(Aers are printed following the
deletion of an cntry in the mask directory.
GEOM Testing parameters arc printed at the beginning





Another method of output for mask data is via the commands; BOOL,
`^-	 LIST, AREA, #SERI, PARE, and RANG. These output forms are not strictly
rectangle coordinates -find Identifiers, but are other forms of mask data which
	
.^
may be of use for more than casual informational purposes. In all cases,
the results of these processes are printed when the print option is greater
than 1. In addition, t1.te resulting lists will be output to a secondary storage
device. The record e output to the device contain the same numeric data








MAP FORTRAN code is in the form of a main program and a number
	 r
of subprograms. The main program is organized into many small "inline
routines." These lnline routines are simple sections of code in the main
program which are set apart by comments and specific statement label
ranges. These inline routines represent specific processes; overall, pro-
gram flow, command processing, and operation forms.
Table 6-1 is a list of each of the inline routines and a brief functional
description. Table 6-2 describes each of the actual FORTRAN subprograms.
All of the subprograms are FORTRAN subroutines unless otherwise noted
in the table. Further information regarding routine functions can be gained
from the liberal come. vats in the MAP source listing. The details of the




Although the core requirement for MAP is minimal, overlaying may
be necessary on machines of very lirn . ited core resources. MAP is struc-
tured so that it may be .readily overlayed. Figure 6 -1 illustrates a recom-
mended overlay structure. With this structure a maximum of about 65 %
of the program procedure can be resident at any time.




ORTHO Mask input and orthogonal refinement
COMMIE Command interpretation and execution
FINIT Normal program termination
Command and Processing Routines:







SPEC Operational specifications setup
TRAC Nodal trace execution
BOOL Boolean equation generation
LIST Special list processing
AREA Area computation
PERT Perimeter computation
PARE Area and perimeter computation
RANG Range computation
SKIP Unconditional command file repositioning
IFNL Null mask condition command file repositioning
Table 6-I
6-z






OPI Single mask processing
OPZ
OP3
Double mask processing with multiplexed
input
Multiple pass double mask processing with
repetitive secondary input
OP4 Multiple pass double mask processing with
repetitive primary input
SMASH Orthogonal smash processing
101, 101A, 101B; I01C, 10 1D, User data input
102 Command data input and output
103 Command data decodinb
104 Binary mask data input
105 Binary mask data output
106A, I06B, 106C, 106D User data output
107 Normal user mes sage printout
108 Error message printout
ORDERI Ordered list item entry
ORDERZ Ordered list sequencing
ORDER3 Large list ordering
ORDER4 Ordering priority pattern setup







BOOK1 Mask directory entry location
BOOKZ Mask directory entry deletion
GEOM Minimum and maximum dimension testing,
DEPEND Isolation of machine dependent code
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7.	 PROGRAM VARIABLES
At the outset of MAP development a great deal of consideration was
given to the program variables. An attempt was made to choose meaningful
scalar and array names. Appendix E presents a brief description of all




Most of the program variables are in blank common. The arrange-
ment of common and the structure of the arrays was carefully designed to
allow the program size to be modified by redimensiorirg the arrays.
The following discussion describes the arrangement of variables
in common and methods of adjusting array dimensions. In addition, there
is a brief description of the few variables whose values are set according
to the characteristics of the computer.
-7.1	 Arrangement of Variables in Common
Table 7-1 illustrates the arrangement of variables in blank common.
The variables have been positioned in categories.
The first category contains a group of scalar variables whose values
1+	 are determined by program array sizes and machine characteristics, and
`ww.•
	
must Ln initialized individually. These variables are all set to constant
values in the subroutine DEPEND. They were placed in a group at the
beginning so that the remainder of common could be initialized efficiently.
The intermediate portion. of common contains general processing
variables. The arrays in this portion will always retrain of fixed Length,
The last two categories of common variables contain all of the
arrays which may be red imens ioned to change the program size.
7. Z	 Adjustment of Array 	 ions
As previously mentioned, the arrays at the end of the common block
may be redimetxs Toned. The group of arrays shown as file directory arrays
` in Table 7-1 store vital information about program 1/ 0. A portion of the
arrays is devoted to a directory of the stored masks. Table 7-2 details
the information storel in these arrays. All of the arrays have the same
dimension, and the scalar DiR.END is set (in subroutine DEPEND) to
that dimension.  This dimension limits the number of masks which can be
stored at any time during a MAP run. It should be set at the maximum
number of masks to be stored, plus three or four for intermediate scratch
mask recordings, plus nine for the non-mask entries. In adjusting the
`	 size of the directory arrays, the programmer should keep in mind that
available master mask file space must also be considered when determining
7-1
li
	 BLANK COMMON STRUCTURE
CATEGORY VARIABLES
Version Variables MACHIN, CHARAC, LARGE, WORDS,
ITEMS, LEND, DIREND, SETEND, MU,
FACT]., FACT2, FACT3, FACT4
List Pointers BEG(S), END(8), LOC(9)
Ordered List Pointers BEGO(3), ENDO(3), LOCO(3), ENTRY(6),
START
Flags OPTN1-OPTN6, MODE.1 -MODE 8, MODE,
PAT1-"AT5, SEQI -SEQ10
Values VALI -VALE, MAXI -MAX6, MINI -MINE,
SPEC1-SPEC5
File Posit-ion Pointers INP1, INP2, OUT1-OUTS, UNIT
List Segment Flags FILE(S), STATUS(8), SEG1-SEG5, SEG
Alphanumeric and Command B1, B4, DELIM(36), CARD(76), FJFLD(34)
Image







ARRAY RANGE USAGE DESCRIPTION
4
I=1 -4 Equivalent to scalars DESTIN, LAST,
MASK, and TYPE,
NAME(I) I=5-9 Name of last mask output to each logical_
unit I.
1=10-. Name of mask stored in each file posi-
DIREND tion I.
I=1 -4 Equivalent to scalars CR, IN, LP, and
AL,
1=5-9 Running count of the number of masksNUM1(I)
output to each logical unit I.
I=10- Highest primary identifier on the , mask
DIREND stored in each file position 1.
1=1-•4 Equivalent to scalars LENGTH, PASS,
SKIP, and STA T.
I=5-9 Data type code of last mask output to eachNUMZ(1)
logical unit 1.
1=10- Highesc secondary identifier on the mask
DIREND stored in each file position I.
1=1 -4 Equivalent to scalars NEXT, TEST, ORD,
and OR.
I=5-9 Running count on number of records out-COUNT(I)
put to each logical unit I.
I=10- Starting record address of the mask stored
DIREND in each file position I.
I=1-4 Used to store timer data.
I=5 -9 Number records written for the last maskRECORD(I)
outputt to each lo gical unit 1.
I=10- Number of records for the mask stored in






the maximum number of masks to be stored during a run.
The arrays shown as lists in Table 7--1 are SETUP(I) and LIGT(I). The
SETUP array i.s used to stack processing codes forprocedures requiring
many steps. It is used to set up the course of action for the TRAC, BOOL,
and LIST processes. SETUP(I) must be dimensioned to accommodate one
entry for every mask name contained on any TRAC, BOOL, or LIST command
record plus ten. The array is also used for other processes and must
have a minimum dimension of 20 plus the maximum number of MIN and MAY,
specifiers used in any SPEC string. The scalar SETEND is set (in sub-
routine DEPEND) equal to the dimension of SETUP(I).
The array LIST(1) is the core area used to store mask data .records
during processing. The array may be divided up into "segments" as illus-
trated in Figure 7-7 . The whole segments, first eight divisions, each
contain exactly the number of words in a single mask record from the
master file. These segments are used as input or output buffers as required
by any particular process. They are also used to create ordered lists.
The ordering process -requires one third more space (i.e. , eight words
per rectangle instead of six words) during the creation of a list. When
the l ist is sequenced it may then be outp t through a normal segment.
Figure 7-1 illustrates the ordering configurations which maybe used,
each depending upon the number of segments required for input records.
As shown, the LIST array is divided into E 2/3 se-meats plus 12
words for the small buffer at the end. To change the size of LIST(I), the
number of rectangles per segment must be determined, multiplied by 6
(words per rectangle) and multiplied by 8 Z/3. Twelve plus this value
yields the dimension of LIST. There are several scalar values (set in
subroutine DEPEND) which are associated with the dimension of LIST.
ITEMS is set (-:qual to the number of rectangles per segment (or record).
WORDS is set to the number of words per segment (or record) and is
simply b times ITEMS. Since the segment: size must be equal to the size
of a file record, the file must be accessed properly. The scalars FACTI-
FACT4 are values used in a formula in the function LOCATN to compute
a file address for any record.
A general rule for the most efficient dimensioning of these arrays
is to first set the directory arrays and the SETUP array sizes as necessary.
Then the LIST array should be d1imensioned as high as core resources will
allow. in general, doubl',.rig the si;-- ,v of the LIST array will reduce processing
time by one fourth.
When any of these array d imcns ions are changed, the variable
LEND must be reset (in subroutine DEPEND). LEND is a. value used to
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the last word in LIST. The following formula maybe used to calculate the
new value:
LEND = 272 + 5 x DIREND + SETEND + LIST array dimension,
for machines with single word REAL variables, or
LEND = 307 + 6 x DIREND + SETEND + LIST array d Lmens ion,
for machines with double word real variables.
7.3	 Machine Dependent Variables
As previously mentioned, the first group of scalars in common have
values that are determined by program array sizes and machine character-
istics. The array size dependent values were discussed in the previous pages.
The machine dependent scalars are MACHIN, CHARAC, LARGE,
and are set in subroutine DEPEND. MACHIN is set to the number of bits
per word. CHARAC is set to the dumber of characters contained in a real
variable. LARGE is set to the largest possible integer value.
fi The variables FACT1-FACT4, discussed in regard to the size of►`
t
	the LIST array, are also dependent upon the file addressing scheme of the
computer. The variable LEND which is array size dependent also depends
upon the word length of real variables as discussed in the previous sections.
APPENDIX A
JOB SETUP EXAMPLES
Table A-1 lists the logical unit assignments for executing MAP.





Command Input Unit (required).
	 OPTN
Z and MASK commands are always read
from this unit.
Alternate Command Input Unit (optional).
2 See alternate input command option,
OPTN command.
3 Command Buffer Unit (required).	 Thismust be a sequential disk file.
4 Printed Outpi:	Unit (optional).	 See print
option, OPTN command.
Mask Data Output (optional). 	 See descrip--
±.	 5 _9 tions of FILE, TEXT, BOOL, LIST,
AREA, PERT, PARE, and RANG commands.
ZU Master Mask Unit (required).	 This must bea key ed or random access disk file depending
on the cnnipLILC r.
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This setup includes: OPTN and MASK command input from the card reader (F:1), remainder of
commands input from a file (F:2), printer output stored on a file (F:4), special output stored
on a file (F:6), and data input from a single file (F:12).
Figure A -2
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This setup includes all commands input from card reader (F:1), no printer output, and data input
from several files (F:11, F:12, F:13).
Figure A-3
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APPENDIX B
USER FORMAT DESCRIPTIONS
The following discussion presents'the specific'details of the 1/0 formats
for this particular version of MAP.
Data format types may be added or replaced in MAP as needed. All
versions of MAP, however, must maintain the unique MAP format types -1 and 0.
Table B-1 lists the input and output MAP capabilities which apply to each
format type.
Type -1 -- MAP Mask File Format
Type -1 format is the format of the master mask file which is created
during MAP executions. This is a random access binary file. The record length,
the number of records allocated per mask, and the total length of the file are
constants defined in the program. MAP will accept this format for input mask data.
A file of this format may be externally constructed or saved from some previous
MAP run.
Type 0 - MAP List Format
Type 0 format is the other .unique MAP format. This format may he
elected for FILE or TEXT output and is the standard non-printed output for B-OOL,
LIST, AREA, PER.I, PARE, and RANG. Data is output as sets of records, one
set per command. A set consists of;
o	 A starting record containing a single value written in 110
format. This value indicates the number of words per
record for the remainder of the records in the set.
o	 Data records each containing the specified nurriber of
words (up to six) of data written in nI10 format.
o	 An end record of the same form as a data record except
containing all -1 values. This serves as an end of set
indicator.




MAP 1/0 FORMAT SUMMARY
1/0 TYPE INPUT CAPABILITIES OUTPUT CAPABILITIES
Type -1: Compatible Automatically stored
Mask File during execution.
Format
Type 0: Compatible Output via FILE, TEXT,
List
Format
BOOT.,, LIST, AREA, PERT,
PARE, and RANG commands.
Type 1: All elements compatible Output of blocks and text
PRF Format except text elements via FILE and TEXT
commands.
Type 2: Compatible Output via FILE command.
MANN
Format
Type 3: All elements compatible Output of blocks and text
AIDS except text elements via FILE and TEXT
Format commands.







Type 1 PRF Format
Type 1 format is the standard PRF format. It is accepted as a mask
data input format and it may be used to output data via the FILE or TEXT
command.
On input MAP will accept BLOCK, LINE, SHAPE, and COMPONENT
data. TEXT data is ignored by MAP, and END COMPONENTS or END LEVEL
is interpreted as the end of a mask.
On output, an END COMPONENTS record is written at the beginning
of the file, The output for a FILE command is BLOCK data followed by an
END LEVEL record. The TEXT command output is TEXT data where the
rectangle identifiers are placed in the text string separated by a comma and
given the lower left rectangle's coordinate as position points, all followed by
an END LEVEL command.
TXpe 2 - - MANN Format
Type 2 format is the standard MANN format. This format is acc• epL-
able for mask data input. MAP will accept rotated rectangle definitions and
smash them, into sets of orthogonal rectangles.
Type 2 format data can be output via the FLLE command. The data out-
put is strictly orthogonal rectangles.
Type 3 - AIDS Design File Format
Type 3 format is the standard Sigma 2 AIDS design file format. MAP
will accept cell placement, shape, line, and block components as mask input
data.
Output via the FILE command causes block elements to be written to
a design file. Output via the TEXT command causes individual identifier digits to
be stored in the design file as character elements. Type 3 format may be out--
	 r
put to any design file for which the display parameter sector has been previously
established. If a new file is to be started, the user must select the special new
file option on the first FILE or TEXT command in the command set which is
associated with the file. This causes a default display parameter sector to be
written as the first record of the file.
Type 4 - Banning Cell Library Format
MAP will accept the Banning cell library source format as input. All
cell shapes from a single level will be considered a single mask.
s








This appendix presents an example , of a complete CMOS analysis execu-
tion. The command set used was specially developed for thorough analysis of	
f
CMOS masks. Among "the functions performed are: nodal analysis, artwork
verification, device identification, capacitance calculation, and equation
generation.
The CMOS masks analyzed are very simple and should not be considered
to be typical masks. Errors were designed into these masks to illustrate
artwork verification capabilities of MAP. Figure C-1 illustrates the form of
the original masks as displayed on a CRT. Figure C-2 illustrates the masks
after the smashing operation performed by MAP following input of the original
masks. Figure C-3 illustrates the N diffusion mask after the negation opera-
tion performed early in the run.
The remainder of this appendix contains a portion of the listing pro-
duced by the sample execution. The complete command set is presented in
the first several pages. Due to the length of the remainder of the complete
original listing, only representative portions of the command processing
printout were seleeted for inclusion. The portions contained illustrate each
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CMOS MASKS AFTER MAP SMASH
(continued)
masx iN - iv -uumslon
Mask T - Thin Oxide
Mils
0
5	 10	 15	 m;,
Masi: M	 Metallization
CIq MASK AFTER NEGATION
C77 ^C] P2
.^ .L L







9PTN 	 3, 1 s 0.10# 1,100 .•....r... ....
	
.	 ..	 .. Abp	 fJ 11_-.---- -----•--	 --
MASK	 S1#1 #0,W#P,NoT#L
.
► H • 	
---	 _
















TD£NT sY	 1 ID.ENT p-2
W	 10	 t U 0 it 0
P	 11	 2 300U U 11 0N
-	
_._..
	 12 Q.T	 13	 0 9000 0 11 8
---	 - C	 _- ---1	
--.-
 ^__-1 ?OCU d _i.l
--D ------ -_.._.. __.----_.M	 5	 h ! 5C O U 0 ] 1 0 ---- ^-- - - --- ----	 -----
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rr---T-....--..,       
	
....-_
CC?'M U.NIVERS.AL CMBS MASK ANALYSIS PROCEDUR E •4 SCALE n 8.001 MIL 000000G1 <-•-••--'--•-------.- 1	 `T F NL 4o600
	 - --_ 
	 _.	 —_ _ _ _ _ CCO00002 < -------------------- 2
s	 F ILF S, 1, rl C0000003 < ...............r.... -___ 3 -
TFXT 5.1,3,W CC000004 4
IFk; -P j 606 CC000005 [•----•'--.•---------- 5
FILE_ 54P 1#? CCO00006 <-------------------' 6To' XT
--
5,1,3,P — --- CCO00007 <-...-.- r- rr....ww-.r 7-	 -----
Trr:L N16 00 CCO00008 <------------------•- 8
FILE SJIJN CC000009 <......---r.....r..r- 9
TFXT 5,1,3#N CC000010 <-• .................. 10T	 wL .. 7r6fT(^ CC000011 -< ..................... i t
F1LE 5,S,T CCOOOD12 <----r---..r-----.-r- 12TFXT 5# 1, 3, T _CC000013 < . . .................. 13IF ^:L C • 600	
-- - . 
	 ^._ -- '	 --W
CCOCO014 <-------------------- 4 
F! LE 5,1,C CCOODO15 < .................... ... is
5,1,3#C -	 ^TFXT CCO00016 <-------•.--•--•.r•.- bI Ft.LT H, 600 b CCOOOO17 < .................... 17 




1 ; EGATI8N OF THE N MASK
M,R2&C),S?r&tl 3, I?	 q	 0RIa0,S1c1 ----	 -- -
CC00002-0 --- - <--------------------
20 ----- --	 —CGOGOO?_1 <•••-•-------------- - 1
°PcR rc	 n 	 v rsTv	 N .. CCO00022 <- ------------------- 2200030023 <..--::--.:.--------•- 23	 -
TF%T 5. 1, 3,N 
--_
_00000024 s----+--------------- 24
camm CCO00025— <-------------------- 25	 --
C9MM NODAL TRACE IRFC TANGLF_! . .NKAGE
--
_






NODAL TRACE CCO00029 <-•--................ 
_ TRAC /M:C/_C.'M/P#N/P:C/Ni C/
-^.000rJY3^ <.-- r-r-.---srr--w.r n
_ 3Q	 .:^-r
LL6.- i
FILE 501,P CC000031 <......•---•----.----
`...-_-
TFxT
_5	 p	 ---^'-^-'-	 --'-"-'"_--- -----•	 --...___--..--'_--.-y»----
,1, 3, - CC000032 -	 - - :_ • ..... ------<--«---- 32
I..- FILE S,i.N CCODO033 < ....................
"F XT
5, 1, 3,N CCO00034 C-	 ............. 34
FILE 5.1,C CC000035 t•-...............-__ 35
TFXT—^^le -3iZ^ CCagD036 -	 __.-C_•--_. w
.
-r. . g6
FILE S .i,M 0000.0037 t	 ::'-w 37
TFxT ­ 5,1,3,M	
.._._...	 _—	 _	 -- --
	 - CCO0003a --C.w....^----'-------- 38 -	 -
CBMM LINKAGE OF CONNECTED WELL RECTANGLES AND RE=ti^IIMBIRING CCOOa039 < .................... 39
_ SPEC Pia&"1,S1aa1 9__.._.__ _	 _	 _--_	 •----- --CCO00040 < .................... . • 40	 —
F1PcR W = LINK W	 LINE CC000041 < .... ... ............. 41
ILE-_-5.1.V. CCOaDD42 C.._ ._«.-.....•._....: 42
TEXT 5,1,3,+ CCO00043 <-------------------- 43
C OMM " LINKAGE OF CONNECTFO - THIN-BxrDE-RECTWNG1^S-AND-RENi1MBERING`---- 00000044-- --<.....
_-




	 --------- ---- CCO00046
---<--`----------------- 46 ----
'-` FILE 5.i,T CCO0004 7 <-------------------- 4 7






° C0t,.1i CC000049 <---- 49
r_5, M GEtiERAL ART+^6R^c CfCKIn.G - PHASE i CcoaeD50 C------------------»- 5aE.1
C a Mr1 .................... . ........-- -- 0000.0051 < -------------------- 51
u:!
Carty - _ _ 0000.0052 -- [ .................... 2 --- ------
€ C9 MM t3 nERROR:	 MINI MUM N.P SPACINy	 ETWEEN DIFFERENT NODES	 0.4 CCO00053 <------ - ........... .. 53
MIL 00000774 <... .^	 .....^....... 54
r-rSP _ PRNT.MAXw=399 00000055 < ...... $5






- C'CO00057 <-------------------- --	 .. 57-_	
----- ---TFN7 ^i.1,3,r?P 5E 00000058 <----------------- -- 58
s	 • C -i:F +,PSF CCO00059 ...... 	 -	 -- 59
-CB'"`f - ER^nf1R1' F 1I h I	 E	 A	 F	 -	 -	 . CC000060 <-::^^^^:^:^-=-------- 60
SPEC YAr<Xa399 CCO00061 <-•---_-•_-----__--•. 61
- gpr R ML'r+X n SAYE M	 -° -- --	 -- -_	 --_. CC000062 C .................... .... -	 -- --
SPE C MA XYs399 CC00c0063 <----------- -- - 63
-.	 _. 9PER ' MLr,Y n SAME M ^T—^_	 ---	 ---------- --
---
--	 -----





	 ,, LW CC000066 66
Fn EE MLr.V*ML'r1Y CCO00067 C-•-•-••--•_-----•-- 67FILE 5, 1. ML ►+E	 _ _ _._ 	 _ - CCOOOD68 <	 ....................... 68TF%'i 5,1,3,KL4E CCO00069 <------------------- 69




C'9MM ERROR:	 MINIMUM METAL-METAL SPACING s 0, 3 M IL FOR LINES CC000071 <.................... 71CsH^i __-_...__	
< -30'MTC5 L "RG CCO00072
SPEC PRAT.MAxris299 CCO00073 <: .................... 73
&
9P El. R MMSE
	
s
	 To IX M --_--. 	 6iFF
	




- CCO00075 c»---•----..._._.w..- 75
TFXT 5.1.3, M"SE 00000076 <------------------•- 76
C8M.M FRnOR:	 MINIMUM MFTaL-METAL SPACING • 0.4 M IL FOR LINES CCO00077 < .................... 77
CHrn
_._..-_ ^ •
"i^MILS L&NG GC000078 a--- - ---- --- 78
. +?EC PRNT,MINL • 10001sMAXW 8 399 _CCO00079 C-------------------- 79OPER MMSF s	 TWIX M CCO00a80 [ .........:.........• 80
FILE S.S,MMSE CC000081 <-»------------------ 81
TF XT
-
- 6, 1,3,MMSE CCOCOO82 <	 -
FREE M.MSE CCO000 83 <• ..................• 83
C5t'_ EFfR6R:	 M INIMUM	 TAL/THIN O X IDE	 A	 I'!	 s	 ..2 MIL 000000A4 [ . ................. 84
'''	 _ _--
5PEC-PRNT,MSXrlr1.99 CCO000 85 c. ._--•---^_...T.....-^ g5




- CCO00086 ----------------------—.-< 86FILE 5,1,MTSE CCO00087 <.+ .................. 87	 -
__ TFXT 5. f.3.MTSE"--
	
__ __..—
- --- ---	 -	 -	 ------ ---







COMM SFPARATI6N OF F DIFFUSION







!; __: ePrR PA	 x	 NL hK__ P.W 	 L_^NE E.IN E
	
--•-------- cC000092  . <-------------------• 92 FILE 5. 1 . PA CCO00093 < ................`--• ---	 --93TFXT B,1.3,PA
	
-----
-- _CCO00094 <---------•-----.•+.• 94_RPER PG - NINT
	 .PA 00000095 e---------•
FILE 5,1,PG CCO00095 ......... 96TFXT 5.1,3, PG CCOOOD97 c-:-•-•---•----•---•---- 97
_ - CAht M SEPARATION OF N DIFFIISI_B
	 N T@ 	 8R GI R D-3-AN0--AREAS	 —_ ._ C C000098 _ ---<---•---••---------+- 98RPER NA -	 INTR N,W CC000099 <-------------------
_ -_






CC000100 <------- - - - --------------
 100TFXT 5,1,3..NA Cc000101 <-------------------,- .101
—9P%R NG	 - HI NT N,1A CCOOO102 <----- ------- ----"--.
_1a2
TF'4 '.5+10 CCO00103 <-------------------- 103FILE 5.1,NG CC000104 < .............••.... -
TFXT 5.1,3.NG CC000f05 — <------------------- .. 105





p PE C PRNT,MAXAR399 CCOOO108
207





00000110- <-------------------- 210 )^bT' XT 5, 1.3,NGhE CCOO011i <- ........ ----------
F'REE NGNE 112IFNL PG.? 5 CCOOOI13 ................ 113
-_C8 M M _ FRRcBR:	 MIN IMUM.P GUARD _SAND WIDTH OUTSIDE OF
-	 _
WELL v--o.6 MIL CC000114 .................... ;114,
`'	 SPEC Pn' •JT^11A?(A-^99 CCOOOl15 .................... 115>	 ?PER PG'.&F
	
n 	 NINT	 PG.W
...
_._^— CC000116 _ <--`-..••----•-•--`--• 116FT LE 5. f, PGAE CC000l17' <..._.-------•----.--- 117	 --^ --PTr XT
-
5, 1,3s P 3wE	 --------.__^	 -_ _-- CC000118 <-
r	 ; FG"
.E CC000119 < .................... 119 --	 —reMM FRFOR;
	 «ELL PERIMFTER MUST. MEET OR OVERLAP P GUARD. BAND CC000120. <•-------------------„ 1208P`cR RPER
	 n EOG= W	 5A^^1 CC000121 <•'••--------_•------ 121
nPF.R ft FR - EXPN WPER
 - - CC000122 <-------------------- 12?.SP EC PRNTjMINA-10
9PERk .•°cR - HINT wPER,*PG_
-- ----
—.. CC 000124_ <--».._-..--`-------- 124	 'FILE F.f.a?En L.	 n0125 <......•.--.-.-.•-».. 125TFXT	 5.f,3..iPF R
.---	 --•-	 R	 - CCOOO.26 <---•--------------•-
3 ;	 FREE *PLR CCOOQI;'7 <----•-	 -----•
<-- ----•••-----
127t F rIL NG, 10
-
CCO00125 -.-« . -----. 128k	 COMM ERROR;	 N GUARD BANE} MAY NOT INTERSECT P GUARD
--BANn, MAY CCgo0125 c-----------•-------- i?9Cl m-m
-
INDICATE AN ERR°R
	 IN THE SE PARATION 0 N ACTIVE	 _- CCDDO130 < .............. 130C°NMF AND h GUARD BAND AREAS DUE TO IMPR BPER En$zDOING CCQ00131
< ....................
131
CsrM OF N ACTIVF WITHIN THE WELL CCO0013.2 < . .. ...... . ..........SPEC PRNT CC000133 .....................<	 ., 133OPER NWEE. •	 INTR NG.PG
_0000.0134 -------------------- 13 4FILE 5.1.NWEE CCOOD135 <-- ------- I........... _ ----- — _	 -135TFXT 5,a.3rNWEE. _ —
	 _ _—_-- CCOOO136 < .................... 136FRSEF NWEE CCO00137 <•.--..• ............. -137TFNLiPA,1 8 CCOOC13 8 <•---•• --.-»--------- 138C^PM E+RF39R:	 N GUARD	 AND MUST TOTALLY SURROUND ALL P ACTIVE CC000113 ---------[+--'-•---•-.---.«-•• 139COMM
.. -.^--- AREAS	 _- CC0!JQ1?^0
b.K..S r.,.__^t l...:	 N.1	 ...-. _.Wa»:::.EVE..	 .,•_il taa.^G.^E}a,^..,...a_^'6=__i'.tvari:-	 r...s.i	 t`.	 - -	 .........rw4u^a^,i4^
F































--00VOUT	- -	.D411 NdX3 n 37d
-
L43db
+-•sat••----•---..-.--."w. --."-->88 T GCO77'1I a	L ^ ^NW&.3
a	-JET^--•----•--:r:,....... >t8TCO037s13NNVHD d AA S3DO3 301Sina H1aIm b13µ wnwINIW	!8QeM3WW67
^_---..._.._.991--.r--------------->98TOaJD7/	r	rc -	Sad E	tlrji ___--
^.991--------------------> 
^__ TSs Joao:):)-_ _	---- -	--- --	-- --a7d+ l +SDili







0 ;4 ITSI.	-	----r..rr.----'Fr'TD	n	7002 L02	OdO NdX3	37dI:: 3d.
I	".^	-w ^-
Q$1	------QatOn037_	11W E40 n g ,!-NNVH7waa3	_ }	_6LT_. r .r	--•----•--->
6LTCOGaa
--























-------------------- > TLIC0033-1114 L-rO ' HIQIM	r'IIW C+0 •~HION3--1 N.NVK7 d Wn,41NIW	:80H83W::57
















	-	N.I-L^ -- _.__ da ^M1^	DdC'd3dd:
	V
S91- •• •-	•-- -••->59TOCOD7T	ACTS • l^ flyDSd5
h91•-••••••---------•--->b9T0GC]DV:HVr3+:GN	r	tiI	n
E9T
..•• ..___ ....:. ---->£9100030WIOd 81NI	• Od-L+?d5
291
	









_	-- ---w------->2ST00G733j i.1	M +
LSt----	-- . - -"._:...>ISI00077T v2p5'UCc8rTDads
- ---
951
------------------- >-95ICGOD7	-.-.L'G15ISNV2i1.i'.3r:'!	iVH4:3WgS W2^9j2-;3d '17PO, -ICIXG	NIHi	GNV 1V13dWWG7
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C m4 LOCA TION OF P SOURCES AND DR A I t^iS CCDOQi97
_
<-------------------- 197	 T
SPE: R130,S1nA	 1 




9PER PSO n SAME PA CCDOa199 <- -----------------«- 149
_sPER PSD = L 1NK PSD.DPC	 LIKErLINE CC00020 0. ............... 00
' 9PER PSD	 n 	 INTR PSD'oPA 00000201 <--- ................ 201
FILE 5, 1 , PSD	










CCo002o4 _ <-------------------- 204
CO''M FRR5R:
	
p SeURCE AND DRAIN MINIMUM W IDTH n 0,1 MIL CC000205 < ............. .... 205S6-EC FRN'T,N.AXAs99 CC000206 -------------------
-
 206
'PER P`20F n SA ME PSC CCOOD207 <--- •------------+--` 207







-- - - -----
TEXT 5,1,3,PSDE CCOOO209 < .................... 209
tern ERR9R;	 *tlrvlMUr• S E P ARA T IO N b} -, Tii_IN tlXIDE Td e UTSIOF P	 -_ --_ CC000210 <-------------------- 210 -
c8mm SBuRCE AND DRAIN EDGES • 0.1 MIL CC00O211 <------------------+-• 211
9PER P S 73F.	 n 	 EX PN P S D	 5.5 CC000212 < ---------.••«.-----.• _	 _	 . -. _..._	 .	 -.	 _.___ 212
IFNL PSC7,5 CCOCC213 <-------------------- 213
'. S =EC Pn%TzMAXA=104 	
_... 
_-	 -- --	 _—- --- - - ----- -_
Cco00214. __ ^.—_.<-----------w......-- 214




_ CCD04216_- <--------------------- 216
TFXT 5,1,3;PSOF CCO00217 < .............. - -217
Fxt E P.50F _ -- CC000218 <--------. -.-- - - ---_.._.-218C9	 ,M CC000219 <---.................. 219
C	 M L8CATI9s OF P CHA'NNFL _GATE METAL _ CCO00220 <--------- 220
S PEC
n°PEc
- ---- -- ----	 - -











LI'dErAREp	 -	 - -	 --rGr n LIvK PCMrOP[ CCDOO223
_
<---------`- ------. 223
w ?PER PGM n 	 INTR PGM*4 CE000224 <. ........... ....... `224
- FILE 5 , 1 a ^3M- - --
-CCJ00225 <-------`----...-.... 225
.. TFXT 5, 1, 31 PG"1 CC000226 <-------------------- 226




 P CHANNEL GATE METAL WIDTH . 0.5 MIL, .A 
_._ CCDG0228 - -.. < .................... 22$ C"`+ REDUNDAN T TFST SIrvCE CH ANNEL WIDTK AN p
 METAL WIDTH CCODC229 <------------------- 2?4
C?>'M OUTSIDE CHANNEL HAVE BEEN ChECKEb. CCOOC23.Q• < ....................
.
230r, Pc P^.. ^PP` ; n 	 EX'P!r	 GPC	 200,	 DO CCOQG231 <-------------------- 231-r Ir":L PS" r,5
	- ----	 ---	
---__-.-
CC00O232 <----------------• - . 232
S P EC PRNTPMAXA - 499 CCO00233- <-`---------.........--` 233	 -------Q PER PC-r-7	 n 	 INTR PGM.,PGPF	
_	 -
CCO00234 C---- ------------- 234















..<------. ...... ... 237CB^n aA«J	 0 • ?__ MIL
.. CCCO0238
< ....................






'" SPEC PRNT,MAXA n 245 -----CC DD0241 - <----------+--------- 241
APER PG`F	 n 	 INTR PG M r PGl'F
_
CCO00242 < .................... 842__^^
_	
ILE -51 11 PG":. CCOOD243 <...... .............. -^-„243






c5 y m ERR9RS
	
P ChAvhEL GATE ' F ETAL M 1 I3T C Kb5S THE N GUARD BAND CCD00245 ------------«-«.--.` 24 5
C9^', INSIDE EDGE_BEF_ORF CHBcSING THE TH ICK 6 XIl3F STEP
-_- .— -	 _ . 
CC000246 < .................... 24b9PER PG	 • LI N K T, NG	 I.	 LINEmF	 	 L	 Ei 00000247 <--------•..: ..------.. .247	 ---R: ¢PER PG 4`F r TRI X NG,PGME 000002,4 8 < ------------------ -- 248
`.•; SPEWPRVT CC0Q0249 <------•-----`- ----:• 249
5PER PGMr	 :•TR PGNo PGMF CC000250 < .................... 250 ----
PILE 51 11PGME CC000251 ----------------- 251
1 000252 <.......w.».......... 252
FREE PG^ , F. CCOo0253 <-------------------- 253CeMm CCOOD254 <------------------ -- 254
C5t,li N	 TRANSIS-t)R	 ID E N TIFICAT I ON	 / CHECKI NG CCO00255 C------- --•-+-.•-•••••- 23^
curet- -------------------------------------- CCo00256 t.................... 256
CO"^+ CCO00257 <-------------------- 257
]r—NL ':A/t04 CCDO0258 < .................... 253	 -




	 C ,4ANNEL UP	 ie-_1	 IlIL LUNG -WITH_AT - LEAST 0.1	 MIL.	 .. _..CCOOo260 `< .................... 260
-
____---
CCMM "F.'.AL A':7 "HT` BXIDF WILL PEKFORM S OM EWHAT LIKE A TRANSIST O R CCO00261 < ............... -----__ 261
^y?EL_-,^,X..^kVU^;^l^^7^ 1 ^	 1^rt2Gp, CCOCOL62 <-.^._: a::.^^-'^'-=•---' 262
^r=R ?NC	 =	 T+4IX	 NA	 DTFF CCOOC263 <---^---------------- 263V: Irk'.- :^''.C1?7	 -- CCO30264 <- --- ---------------- 254
S^F.0 `! 1 % A 2 11Q CC000265 C--- - --------------- 265
'' r.pER ^.0 s j',T.R PtiC, 7 	-	 -	 -- ---	 --- ---- CCO00266 -------------------- 266
5. ?_C eI'A=lwO CCOOC257 <- ------------------- 257
CCC0.268 <-------------=----- .268
cc ?P W`,C	 n 	 t ILK	 P,-CANC	 N9tiE/ARE CC00026 9 < ................ .. 269
y %^^ Rt"c1,Sls1	 WPC CCOOD270 <------- ------- ---- 270
^ a R :NC - LaNX :;NC	 LINE CCOOD27'1 <-------------------- 271
F I L. _! 1, C `C	 . .-	 ---.. -  CCO00272	 _ .............. 272	 --- -	 _-
Ti• XT =l 1, 31 2r CCOOO?73 <-- -- --	 -"----_ -_•• 273
2£ r _P,v.C, vC CCOO:?74 <..........^.......-..
-274._




-CWAK .%E-CLEN GjK W-107. YL^^FijiiTFi a 0.7 MIL'
—
- CCCO0276 C-------------------- 276	 -	 —
^^EC rAx, :299,NKXLa639 CC070277 <-------------------- 277
iaY	 R RCC = Tr IX NA	 DiF F.	 ---	 - ----	 - ---- CCO0D27S -	 --- <-------------------- 278	 --




-	 - CCOOD280 <.:::-:-.- 	 -------- 280
G: i_K I'.CE	 a LI'lK NCE,OtiC	 NONE/AREA CC000281 <-.--.....-.........-. 281
.i 1LE 5, 1,NCE	 --- - - -- ---	 - CCOOn,282 < .....................
-2S2	 ---------





MINI !-^UM THIh	 dUTSIDC EDGESe F N CCOQ0284	 — < .................... 2g4
CH"'t	 CHkv%ELS s	 o2 MIL










TFNL NCF,S CCOOC2^37 <---•_-- ...-......... 287
SP_C PR%T	 _ _ --_ --	 _	 _ —_- -.-._	 CCO90283	 - <----------- 268	 --- _-___ --













13`+CE5,	 ,	 , <--------------
'--•- .	 .. -'




0.1	 NA IL CCO00293 <- ------------------ 293
-	 cP •^it
_
NCF	 s EX?!V GtiC	 160i;Q-- CCO00294 <•-••••-w•••••• •+- ••• • 294
17'`L NCESS CCDOC•29 5 <	 ............. 295
F:-'A EC PR':7	 - - -	 --	
._.._-_._..._-.- .	
-_-_	 _.----CCO00296 <---------........... _..296
a PER hC£ _ N I NT NCE,,M CCO00297 <-------------------- 297
TP i LE - 5, 1 P `<CE CCO00298 ...-.—. _	 _ _-<--•••-•------------ 298
TFXT 5,1.3,NCE CCOOO299_ c .................... 299
FR=r f.CE	 -- - _	 ---	 -	 - --	 ----_ CCO00300 < .................... 300
CCO00301 < ........................ 331
C°!".M L6CAT.I6N OF NSBUi2CE5 ANc7 DRAIAS CCOOD30P <-------------------- 302
• SPEC R12C,Sl:a	 1 CCODO303 <.................... 303
f Fl^ER'
-	 _--
nSa s SAY=NA ce0 0 ,0 ,3-0 4 <------------------- 334
&PER t'S0	 z	 LINK INSO /CNC 	 LINEoLI'NE CCO00305 <-----------••-•-•••• 305___
- A.^i.'a+AWb}[ii:2fae6'xt3ai-.L'ti^^:3us:YSYl41:tix -Ltc ,jd, 	 ^,.y^	 : ^, -	 ry
.,n.._:.v.^4 --	 -
/3114
_ BPER NSD	 INTR" NSD,NA	 _	 _-----------
-	 -- - --
	
- --- ---
---	 ---	 CCOD0306 ----- -- < -------------------- . 306
FILE 5, 3, NSD	 -" CC000307 <-------------------- 307
' TEXT 5, i, 3, NSD_
-- --"--- ----	 CCO00308 _ < .................... 308
CCO00309 < .................... 309
COM M ERROR:_ N SOURCE AND DRAIN MINIMUM WIDTH
	 bsl MIL CC000310 < .... . ..............^T310
SFt;C PRN^",MAXA-99 CCO00311 <••---------•------- 911
[tPER !,SDf	 • SAME NSD CC000312 <•---+••-•••---+•-••- 312
FILE 5,1,NSDE CC000313 <---------+-------+-- 313
TEXT 5,i,3,N50E
	
--_ CCO00314 <-------------------- 314 --_.-_-
 
- --C6rM ERROR:	 MIN'MUM SEPARATION BF THIN ttXIDE Ta 9UTSIDF N CCboO315 < .................... 315y
COMM SOURCE AND DRAIN FDGES . 0.1 MIL CCO00316 < -------------------- 916





SPEC PRNT,MAXA • 104	 - CCO00319 i < -------------------- 319




FILE 5,i,NSDE CC0Q0321 <--- ••................. 321T FXT 5^i, 1, 3,o NNSD r _CCOOD322 ............ 322
FRE t.SCc 22000323 < .................... 323
,. C9 NM 00000324 < .................... 324
'- CaMM L$CATI3N O	 N CHANiFL GATe- METAL 00000325 <-----------+-------
- ----
325
RPEC CC O00326 <-----•	 --- 326
9PER - -	 ---	 --NG4 =	 SALliE M -	
_




 . LINK NGMj0NC	 LSNERLINE CCO00328 <-------------------•^^ 329
a PER NGM n 	 1NTR NGMjl CC000329 <-------------------- 3?9
FEIL
_._.
5,1 ►N G M 
	
--




	 ---	 - --- 
_-_----- ---------.--5,1,3,NGM
-
CCQGCf331 <---•.......-----•... --- -•------.-----331
A	 `, C^ C,I{aW
_ -	 -"	 -	 -
- CCQOC332 < .................... 332 
------C- 'M ERn9R:	 hIhIrUM N CHANNEL GA TE METAL WIDTH :" 0,5 MfLe	 A CCO00333 <-•••-+•-•-••-••-•-•• 333
^' cBNM	 REDUNDANT TFS T SINCE CHANNEL WIDTH AND METAL WIDTH CC000934 < ...............
_334C3•=M-^' tt9t1TSi?E'^HAft^CL HAVE BEEN C ECKED CC C0033a <^^----,.^'^^:.:-•-----'^ 335











CC 0 0033 8 ,.c------.._-..-_...•-• 338
--u











CC000340 < .......... ---------- 340
.:	 - TEXT
_





C81'~M ERROR:	 MINIMUM N CHANNEL_	 METAL OVERLAP	 P GUARD-SATE	 _ON	 --_ :;0000342 <---•--+••----------- 342
C@rM -	 SAND - 0*2 MIL
—"	
CCOOD343 < .................... 343






hG"F,,7 CCO003 45 <-------------------- 345
PEC PR'	 ,MAXA•?49 CCO00346 <------------- 346R,--- ^PEn 'n	 -F	 .	 IhT^ " ;^'^^VGrF 00002347 <-------------•	 ---- 347
N' FILE 5 ► 1, N3"E CC000348 < .................... 348
TFXT
-	 _-_-
' ► 1,3,oNGME _---C00003tt9 - <---•_-•--'--------•- 349
C5MM ERR9R:	 N CHANNEL GATE METAL MUST C ROSS _THE P GUARD BAND -_ CCO00350
	 _-- <-------------------- 3-05C9MM INSIDE E]GE BEFORE CH955Ir~u THE TH1C,C 6XIDF STEP
-	 =COOOiSf <--------------------
1_-_----____--
' toPER NG: •-	 n 	 L INK	 T ► PG	 LI VE+LINE 035C000„aa2 c ... . ..... 	 -	 - 352_
nPE9	 I.G"F
	




5v LPER NG ?,	 I;NTR NGMpNG"1F	 --- - -"--- CCb0O355 < ..................... 355
-- FILE 5s I ,NGME CCb00355 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_<--' 356
— - - TEXT 5,S,3,NGME 00000357 < .................... 357
' FREE NGME CC000358 <.................... 358
C8"`I C0000359 <------------- ----• 359
_CC:1M GENERAL ART43RK_ " CHFCKING - PHASE _2	
—
-- ._-22000360 <--_---• -^.•-••+•-----	 ..360__
C8'!M
----------------- -------^------^-- CCO00361 < ................... 361
C3t H ... CC0O0362 ---- <-------------------- 362
CBYM ERROR!	 MINI"UM SPACING DPT;4 LZN A NUN SOURCE OR DRAIN CC000363 < .................... 363
CaI'm DIFFUSION AND ANY OTHE R P D I FFU SION ++ITH A  CCOOD364	 --- <----------•-°------• 364 -	 -
CR" DIFFERENT ,N$D'E NUMBE R a 0.4 MIL CC000365 <--•-----•••••-+--^•- 365
Ic 	 ??P EL R__PNSD- :--R 19 r__P S: CC000366 c- --.;:.-----	 ------ 356
=	 IFNL PNS0,8
 CCO00367 .................... 367
- FILEL.E 5, 1 . PrJSD CC 000368 -- < ................... . 6J8-
TFXT 5 , 1,3, P tiSD CCO00369 < .................... 369
SP- C PRNT. MAXA x399 CC O003700 <-----------------^-• 370
9PErR PPSF	 T"IX PNSD,P	 D1FF CCO00371 <----•--••-•--.---• 371
FILE 5; 1:PPS^ CCO00372
-
••:•<. .......--	 --•—.— 372
is	 Tr,XT 5,1,3,PPSE 00000373 <-------------------- 373
- CFREE PPSE ---[C000374 --	
------------• ....c- 374
C9 1 t1 CCO00375 <-----------•--^_---• 375
C 1) I 'M
_
ERR !3n ., 	 I-IINI I''Ur SPACItVG B TntEN A 5BN - SBI, :^ 6R DRAIN N	 ----- CCO00376 --- <---•• ..............• 376
DIFFUSION  AND ANY ET HER N DIFFUSION 4ITH A CCCDC377 <----•-•------------- 377
CE'^1 pIF-F R£ T-^	 NUM3E	 094 CCO00378 < ....................
_
378
Et=R NNSO	 n 	 `:: NT	 f., NSD- CCOOD379 c--------------------
.379IhLF	 • tiSD,B	 _ ___-__	 __--	 w	 _	 _-	 _	 -\ CC000330 <---- - --------------- 360
FILE 5.,1,NNSD CC000331 < .................... 391
f,
	
..	 TFXT 51 1, 31 rr ,^ SD	 ------- -----	 --	 _—.
_ CC000382 -- <-------------------- 382	 -----,_ -. —
S?EC PRNT,"AX^:=399 0000033 3 < -------------------- 383
^PER^^ 45^ ..^_rn I^lv T^S .	 I CC000384
FT^E 511,N`;S= CC000395 <-•••---------- 	 ---- 385
TVXT CCO00386 <----•-•---•--- - -- 386 -----------[^	 F1£c Nk$E_ CCp0r,387 <-------------------- 387
-i	 C7	 `; --	 - -	 -	 --- ----	 --- CC000388 _- < ..................--- 388
-,	 C$"K ERROR..	 mINIMUI' CBtiTACT	 4TCT H 	s	 0 9 3 MIL,	 LEN3TH	 o	 0,4	 MILD CCOOD399 < --------------------
_ 389
Y-T ri h	 <	 rs^ ! fCr BR ANS C C000340 <- = °°---•- --•-^--= 350
E	 C  ITEM WITH SftTH DIVE NSI@NS	 IN THE RAN3E 8ETwEEN 0.3 CC000391 <-	 ---	 ----------- 391r„µH kND 0.4 M IL-"ARE	 IN E R6R	 -- -- ---- -- __	 -	 -	
---•-- CCCti0039 2 < -------------------- 392
SPEC 41NA6300 CCO00393 --	 •<-----	 -	 ------ 393
--
€	 oPF.R -----•--CS . SA"E C	 - --	 —	 ---	 -	 --	 -- CCOD^394 -..<---...^.:.•--- 39	 -~_	 - - -	 -4
SPEC PRNT 00000395 <-------------• ------ 395fiPER _CSE
II	 ! +It
	
c1cs CCO00396 ¢--•- - --------- -------^'_` 396
F!LE 50 1,CSE____..
	 _	 -____	 -	 _	 - --•- --	 -. _	 _ -__ CC00O397 _
----
C•- •••-••••-•__	 -^-- 397
TFXT 5,1,3,CSE CC000398 <--___ ............... 398	 ------- ---
SPCC PR% T PMAXAx39 9 00000399 <--------•---.-------- 399-	
!^ F ER
- _....__-.
CSE	 SAME CS CCO00400 < ............ - .....,. _ 400
FILE 5, 1, CSE CCOOC401__ c_ ' -
	 ...... -..•	 ..	 .. 401
`	 - TFXT- -5,1-3,CSE CC OOJ4Q2 -< ------- ------------ 402
FR--, :7 "1 < .................... 403
Cwt" ERK0a1	 MINII'Ur - SEPARATION °F STEPPEQ OPENING 	 N6 ANY CC000404 < ------ °............. 404
C5I' .`1 08,TACT OPENING	 : 0. 1 	 M IL CCOOD405 < .................... 405
-	 °PER EXC v	 EXFN C	 100,100 CCCO0406 <•-• .............• 406
,PFC PR% T CCOG0407 < ............. •..-•-• 407
-zPm;R -._CTEF - ^ITFrT-CXCT	 -	 — CCQ0040d <- --•.. :^..--------=^-408
FILE 5,S,CT5E CCO00409 <--•«-••••---•------' 409
• °XT -____. _-	 -- --	 ---.___—__5,1,S,LTOE -_CC000410 - -<.................... '410 -
F R ;Z EXC,CT!`E CCO00411 < .................... 411
CEI "M FR.R9R;
	 M INI,U r' .. SEP„RATI9&F E;F-CDNTACT-6PEii	 G --Tf- PFrRIPHERY__ CC000412 <-----------------
	
-- 412
cam OF 59URCE 8R 17RAIN DIFFUSIONS 	 = O.R M IL CCO004 13 < .............. m--- • -• 413
t?Pk
	 5	 L	 S	 SD., -- --CCOOOti14 < .................... 414
SPEC PRN T, MAXA n 199 CCOOO415 <-•---•---••--------• 415
E	 I	 ^
	_-..^.._....°i.t^.;w:^riea.^.i^3^:^.^.. .-^—.e..- y,......^r.._.a^"^.'.u,ti.•u.x..,c.....^Y^...._..u^.s,^..i ".e`^d[.:^^...ia''.. 	 - _	 .w.a	 t ..^is
OPER SDCF
	
:	 N I NT.	SD, C	
..	 _.._. _.. -. _
	
C000416 _ - < -------------------- -- 416
F!L 7- 5,S,SDCE CC000417 <-------------------- 417
= ^XT• , T 5,1,3,SDCE 00000+18 - <-,-, ------- 418
r= R-c_ jDCc C0000419 <-------------------- 419
C aPM FRROR:	 METAL MUST COMPLETrL Y COVER MiRCE AND DRAIN 00000420 < -------------------- 420
Ca"M —	 CONTACT UPFNINGS 00000421 —_<-- ------	 --------- 421
GPER SCC a	 LINT: C,SD	 LTNE+'.FEh---








SPEC PRNT	 - --	 - CCOOD423 < .................... 423
:PER NCO,	 n NINT SDC,M CCCO0424	
----
<-------------------- 424 .- ------
FILE 5,IiMCK CCOOD42.5 <--------------	 ----- 425
TFXT 9, 1 , 3,,"C tE CC000426 . <------------------	 . 425	 i
CF ^- E R R P :
	 r. IUI MU r, METAL OVERLA P OVER EDGE OF OTHER CONTACT CCOOD427 <------------------- 427






pPER OC a NTNT CaSDC CCO00429 < ........... . ....... 4P9
I r NL cC ►f,.-  CZ000430 __-, _..<-------------------- 430
r.,,ER
-EXOC * EXPN OC	 2.00,200 CC000431 < ----------------- r-- 431
_SPc".0—PRiT --	 _--	 -- CC00Q432 4-.------_:------------ _-432.
=,ER MCo	 n 	 NIV7
	 EXBC,M CC000433 <--------------	 ---- 433





CC000434. <........ ............. 434
TFXT 5,1,3, Mv8_ CC000435 < ... . ................ 435
:REF SDC,9C,EX5C,PNSO	 D ►PC5F CCO00436.- <. ----------------- —_ 436
Cfi4V
_	 _	 _
ERROR:	 M I N I M-Ur PEN'FTRATi9N-bF TNI N BXI#]E wlTFiiN GU4Rb	 - --- CCt],D0437	 -- M	 < .................... 437
r 9 `t_ 6AND FOR GAT E METAL CROSSEVER n 0 .2 MIL CCOOC438 <-,------------------- 43 A-
cPE G"'	 .	 PLUS P^>1,NG,1 CC000439 t-------------------- 439	 i
5PE9 G8 = PLUS PGeNG CC000440 <-------------------- 440
°PER T4XF m INTR GMoGB -- -. 	 ^-_---	 ----- ------ C C 000441 ^<.-- - ...........-----.. 441(^ ,:Tr'.L TeXF,S
- -
CC o00 442 _._<--------- 442
SPEC PR,NTAMAXA=199 CCOOC443 <-------------------- 443
---I-^PER T?XF x	 PJTR T ,TOXE x0003444 <.................... 444 _ 	 _--
- CC0004 ri5 <--------------------.. 445	 i
TFXT 54:1,3,T8XE CC000446 -------------------- 446
:«<F E G^:,O3 C0000f47 <_--.».-._...__•_-_•• 447
C5 •'M ER.u;I:t:	 IINIMUM SEPA R ATION BETWEEN THIN OXIDE_ AND ANY CC000448 < .................... 448
'	 E""M 9UTS1DE SOURCE 9R RR A IN ; C,2 MIL CC000449 -------------------- 449
SP C PRNTjMAX,^x193 CCOnO450 <..-..-..------------ 450





7FxT 5, 1, 3,T9xc 00000453 <-.-»--- - ....--....---- 453





ERReR:	 M INI I'UN SE P „ R A TIOF: OF THIS! OXIDE A N D ANY OUTSIDE ---- CC010455 <... ................... 455
C° ME TAL . 0.2 MIL CCC00456 e---- ------------ ►---- 4-a6
SPEC p ri-N,MAX W : 155 CCOOQ457 c-------------------- - 457
GP= R TeXF	 a	 Tw IX	 T, f^ C0000458 _	 - <•------------------- 438_
FILE S ► i ► TOYE	
_.-.._...	 --.--__--- __. -- CCO00459
_
< ..................... 459




CE M CC000462_ ^" <•--••--••-	 .-- 462
^CQi'hs
_
CA¢AGITRtiCE CALCULATIWt CCO!I0463- < .................... 463
CF t`M - ---•------------------  00000464 <.._	 ..............- 464
- CCO00465 -^ _ - <-------------------- 465
C$MM EXFAN^7 DIFFUSIO NS Tf COMPFNS A ' _ FOR UNDERCUT n
_.	
_	




°PER EXP a EXPN P	 50,50 CCO00467 < . . ..................
-
467
' PER EX N	 n 	 EXPN N	 50,:50 CCO00468 < ... . ................ 468	 --^-
--^S•"t7 [ATEG6^ r£E THE	 FTAL A CORc7i!G T	 T	 CKNES	 6r BXIDE CCO00469 <-------------------- 489
C8+".M BENEATH	 IT.	
--
-._.----CCQ00470 < .................... .. 470
. •. _	 ...	 - .	 _-m..... , e ....	 . ^. 	 .... 	 -	 >.....^-.-^-r, _..,_.tc L	 ur...v¢_s...^. ^-;..,..<Ya4:7ec9ir.,u.xv.. 	 S^ nuf,31^''f^14^•3i'_°-	 . k	 ,a	 .._.f -	 _—_	 ia.
pLam_...:-.._. -...—__•_• -- Tall%'\•-_:_... _. _-
ekR MTHN =	 INTR MjT 00000471 <-------------------- 471







CO:'M SUBTRACT CONTACT WTND9W AREA S FR +ON THE THYN BXIOF METAL CCOOD473  ........ .........
-` 473
-	 6PER MTHN n NINT NTi-'4pC - -- -	 CCO00474 <-------------------- 474
CBMM 00000475 <-------------------- 475
C8 M '^	 CA^CI.La'^ F-J^tiCT!ON CA ACITAh --S ^ ^S	 r,G ` KA . 0.070 PF/GQ+ 'CC0D0476 <-=----------------- 476
C3MM MIL AND	 KP	 a	 09200 PF /I•'rIL
	 I. `'	 UNITS	 OF	 .;01	 PF CC000477 <-------------------- 477
PARE 6,EX P *-14285,-500 CC003478 <----------------- -- 478
C$MM CCO00479 <---• ..............•. 479
CeVH
_
CALCULATE CK9SS9VE.R CAPACtT^i NCE S- hSSUMING X5 D+0?0 rF JS 	---- -CCO30480 _— -t-••••--------------- 480
C5MM AIL	 TH3` l w8H TriICK OXIDE AN7 K9 	 •	 0.200 PF / `S'i, MIL THROUGH CC000431 < ............... 4.81
CD`'`1—' riI	 S {iD= . ^'h- ;OIT.1 Pr CC000432 <	 --------------- 492







	 CCO00484	 --- < . ................... 484
5PER PTHN	 r	 I".TR 	EXP,t-THN CCO00495 < .................... 495
AREA 6,PT"N,-5^100 -- --	 CCOOD436 _—_ <------------------- - - --- --496
FREE PTH ;<P P TH'r' CCO00487 <-------------------- 487




AREA 6jNTHK,-50Z10o CCOGC499 <--......•---•_••.... 4,39aPER KTh-4 =
	
IJR "cXh,MTI-ty -.._—	 -	 -- ----
_
CCO00490 -- --<-----------------`-- 490 ..
AREA 61NTHN,-5300 CCO00491 <-------------------- 491
'	 FREE NT1,K,NTiiN	 ---	 - _ CCD00492 < .................... 492
C9 ,^ M CCGG0493 < .................... 493
E	 CP."
_
CALCIL^T	 SiN T R7+T CAPACITA NCE WITH THE SAmE BXIDF CCOoG494 494
.n.	 C'_'"'"1 CeEFFICIENTS	 _' _CC0o0495	 _ <-------------------- 495 ..-	 --
s	 FPER ALL = PLUS EXP,EXti CC003496 -------------------- 496





-- -.-_ __ CCOG0498	 ------	 <-------------------- 498	 --	 -	 - -- ---
"PER STkN	 n NI NT MTHN ► A LL CCCO0499 <-------------------- 499A; rEK-6; ST;;Wo - 5000 CCO3^u500
_
-.	 <- - =-=--=•=--•--`-^— 500
FREE STHK# STHN CC0005G1 <-------------------- 501
C.	 .4 CCOno502 <.......................----------	 --	 ..	 -- 502
C5H. EQUATI5N GEN^RATI9ti Cf_0D0503 <--------.--•••---__	 • . 503 
-------------- CC000504 <	 ........... 504
CS CC00G505 < ................ 505
C^';^r Sk RAY E-6S 1 0EX	 TRA	 STBR	 0 CCQ00506 ^::.:::::.:^..------_-•^ 506
 0 0030507 <-------------------- 507OPE j	 SA:+:E,	 PG CCO30508  ................... 508	 ---- -
SPEC F?31 CCOOO509 < ................... 509
o p:- R ,G	 .	 SAME ,IN;	 _... CC000510 < ..................... 510
gGCL /6/PG:O/NG:1/ PSD:PSD, + PGM/,NS U :NSD.NG M/ CCO00511 <-------------------- 511CCD00512 ------------------- 512
CO', -m MISCELLAKEeU5 LIST PRBCE SSING 00000513 <.................... 513
C9 ,M -.	 _	 _ CCO00514 <- 514
ce"! m CC000515  < ..................... 515
,D' , M
-
STLRc' OEVI C E /-N DE LIST 00000516 < ........ -............ 516
L IST /6/PGM:Y'SDiPSJ/NGM;NSDA,,SD/ CCO0051 7 _< ------------- -- - ---` 317
CB"`'s —P^f,VT^CIST^FGRANNFL OIMFN5 6 CC40fl51fi <--- ---------------"`5i8
RANG 6oO PC CCOOD519 < ....................
---SANG b.C.y C CCD00520 < ........... 0........ 520







UNIT SET RFCBRDS T97A1 ?JAMr TYPE
MkSxg
NAME DIRECTORY FILE ADDRGC" RECORDS IDENT # 1 IDENT # 2
- 
_ W --	 10- 	 1	 U1	 __	 1	 1— --- ---P	 — i l	 2	 3000—	 2	 1	 2
N	 +2	 3	 6000	 1	 1	 3_T	 13	 +c	 9000	 1	 1	 4
14 __...__ `+.
	 12000---1
15	 6	 15000	 17	 6	 -- -- ----- _	 - -
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8 2 160 1600 1-1n0 1800
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13E o 0 .	  ---
13750 .	 17001800	 ---- --- _
-
700 330012 -2 900 18;10 .---1500 2200	 -	 -
1 2
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--_ _ _--
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_ -- ___
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20 2 13850 2300 14353 2400
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-
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37 2 14 9 5 0 3400 15450 3500
38 F 15050 3500
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-
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--------_-----____--
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70
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in 6 2566 706 7606 I'l C) 0	 ^
6 7168 700 7431f
125 6 7066 800 7523 891
126 6 7021 891 7570 goo
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-^--^
? 8a 100 5500	 500 -6600	 ------	 _ __7 1R9 9Oa 65.^0	 I5fl0^6600_7 490 6500 6500	 5900 6600
----	 - -
- 7 --- 191 .-	 100 _ _ 6600	 509 690D7
7







_: 6909 194 7500 6600	 8500 6900	 -`3 195 8800 6600	 SOOQO 69008 196 10300 6600	 11200 6900'^^—7 
---	
- _-- 197 —	 100.—_- 6900 -6900 73009 199 7500 -6900	 8500 - - ' 3003 ------ 19_- - -- 8800 6900_	 10000 7300_





_	 USI:T SET - RECB*3S	 TOTAL	 NAME __TYPE
S . :^► 44 470-	 N
M ASKS -------...-
,, 	 NAME DIRE:ETeRY '_FILE
-
ADD*;'S y RECSRDS IDENT 0 i KENT ^ ^M 11 2 723LIU 1 4 161 ...T 12 3
..	
6300 1 110 4C
3 3
_





--9 -_ 200 -	 ---


























UNIT SET	 RECORDS	 TOTXL	 NAME
T 16 7 18300 16 110
TIME *.
	 _ 





~_~~--~~~^~--^^^~-~~~°~_~~~~-~~~~~.~_~~~ _-~~^ _~~~_--~~~----~~~--~~~~_~-~~^_'~~°---~~^.- ~~.p--^°~~~~-~~.~-~~ ~~'-~~
--




nor eorranznt's 57 finrou h 89 not shown.
n
_ _ __	 _ 	 CC000090
--------SE h Fi -ATra CF^OIFFUSj0R IN;B ACTIVE °R GUARD BAND AREA5 ----- CC000091
	 -- -







Ct%D; T ION 3
N is L '. O A 3 {-
-
PA
- --	 - - - - - - — 1 -PA-- -- -	 --
77..	 f	 ..	 it	 .^«bwJ^v.^.tiau^.ak .Y.,.FaL'+!x^.«^tas•L^'^.Lfi^
















IN PER pa : , : NIt T -








	 __	 ---- -
	 - -	 ---- -
	 7- ---	 7	 7500	 3000	 A500
_	




UNIT SET	 RegORDS	 TOTAL NAME TYPE
5 32	 6 934	 MT SE 1 --w-..k;
MASKS
NAME_ URECTBRY_F^LE_ ADOf^^SS RECBHD.S^DEM^




12	 3 0mou 1	 1 12C 13	 4 9340 1	 9 121N 15.	
_..6 55300 1	 9
_200
T 16	 7 18300 1	 16 110
p
w^
17	 B 21640 2 11 71
`. 1g	 9 24300 1	 11 P	 —
AD TIME ♦
CLOCK R	 163




3 lOp 1200	 13100 1400.3 4 13176.._ 1200	 13250 -1300	 —»
. 5	 _-- 13125
-
1300 _13350 14003 6 100 1400	 13450 _ 1500
-- --	 3 _ 7 100 1500 	 1 3550 16003 $ 1^0^1600	 ^3100^"^16003 . 9 13150 1400	 13650 17003
_.10 13250 _.	 _	 _1700	 1,3750 1900	 —
_^	 3 1001800 700. 33003 12 900 _1800	 1500 -2200
--	 -	 ^..---	 -	 3 19 4qnm . nnn ----
3	 14	 6500
	 1800	 1iW6'300






































C909T -- 0.024 ----- O59St
0024	-ccjc9T --COT'?Oy951h44 OOTh































- - ------- —_-- --" -- - -	




















05tEI91g	- --	_	- -" - --
0
UNIT SET RECORDS TOTAL NA ME TYPE.r	 ^..._.	 5	 34	 12	 958 PA	 1
MASKS
NAME DIRECTeRY FILF. ADO_ R. F. ;.S RECORDS IDENT # 1	 IDENT # 2
PA 12 3 1
L:.	 C 13 +►






s	 Pu 14 5 12000 2 3	 71
N	
_ ..	
15 b 1539v 1 -9	 200T
16 7 18300 1 16	 110
ti i7 g 21501 12	 71
W 1$ 9 24300 1 11	 2 





WN	 Output for corm-naris 96 through 98 not shown.
	
SEP ARATI ON OF N DIFFUSI9h _IN,T9_ACTI_YE
- 0R GUARD BAND AR . _ - __ CCpQ0098 _^_	 r
f%PER NA -a I NTR N, FI 	 -	 EA
_00000099	 ar........................ 	 99
s
f
10	 ..._--_	 2100 `..__ _2200 _ 3300 _-^_-- 2900
1 10 5100	 2200 61.00 26001 _1 0 	5100	 2600 6100 2'900	 1





2200 _ 4803. 29003 11 9800
	 6600 10000 69003 11 _88006900 10000 7300
8 11 10300
	 6600 11200 69002 11 i93(TQ	 b^0o 	: RQO 7300F 9 11 7500	 6600 8500 6900
7300
:--:*,,.^.^•_^.^^..M





- --- UNIT SET REC8fiD8 T8TAL !'RA MC TYPE
_­ ------	 ..,.. ._ ..,	 ------^	 35	 67...... 1w92 - ^a	 1
NAmE OIRECT9RY FILF ADDRL i'l 	REC3RDS 	IDENT # f IDENT # 2
--- - 9 -	 -	 - I 1 _ _. - 
=	 M	




?. 3300 1 9 161P A 12 3 6 3 Q U ^ -1- 12 --	 - 12 - -- --- ----- -
-------C _133 4 r? Q J I 9 1 2 1
Pu 14 5 iPo13^- 3 ^
---- - w ----
i5
--
6 200T ._ • 16




-	 -°-- 17 ---_ -.__
a 
_ ---
21604 2 12 71h -- • 8 9 24300 -
• TIME r CLOCK C 172
- k..
.rww r. -	 ....—._DELTA.	 ___..-.-_.--...I..-..-.rwrr.r... r ^..w rr	 .....r r .rrr..r wr vrrr.^r..wwr. r.w r.+.ar.r.r.^rrrr.rs.rrrwrrr,rwrw. w.ww.w^wwrtwrrwwww
W
Output for commands 99 through 101 not shown.
-
^OPER
	 hG s .N1 10 Ti.NR
-CCQQ4142'--^^_.- qr.*rrrr.r^r^^^rr^wrr	 102






. P20o ._— 12.100	 . T
 -
26007 168	 7600 2640 8200 2900
7 -•- _--	 -.163 -	 —_.12700.
_250021'00 2900._7 170




7 172	 11700 3300 12100 4300173--- ..__.. 100-
-- 




....,^,...........--+^...^«..^..^.,a...^.,.,.... .^.^,.....^^_,......,. .,.,.., m,,..,.....-.rt...... . _...,>...,..........,^,..«,.._^. ...^ ^x...^vu	.>•.w_nos.+a;.,:.v^m..^+..rn,H^i^eera,wia. a'^n+tw^«r,._...^
	
> . _. -.^ v	.,,;^..,
^wr^rirr+^r,wrwrfrr^rrrrwrrwwwrrrrwrrrrwrrwr^rwrrrrww+wwwwwrrrrwrrwsrwrrwwwr	rr ww.r	rr+wrwwrrlri.w	+rrwwrrr'rrrrrrrrrrrrwawariwr.w
hLT	s^ ^1361^
































































Output for commands •.-,, 3 through 149 not shown.
r
TRANSISTOR IDENTIFICATIBN , ^KWNG CC000151.
.......................... 0 ............. CC000152
--'--
z I.9CATISN 3F PROSPECTIVE P CHANNELS• ARBITRARILY A SSUMING CC000154
THA T ANY C HANNEL UP .l'8 1 MIL LBti3 WITH AT LEAST 0.1	 MIL- . - - - 	 CCO0015a_-
METAL AND TH IN OXIDE WILL PERFORM SBM2,,HAT LIKE A TRANSISTOR	 CC000156
`:.
	
SP E_C	 0AXW.1000,R15C +S104 IJR23DPS 2^# i cc	 0157 c.... wrr.rw--.•..r•..	 157
gPeR
	 PPC •	 TWIX PA DIFF CC000158 1'558
+ NULL MASK •














3 3 180D 5.100 2100 6500
_ T—_. . ^ ..
-
— .... _..._...------- •------ ---
4..- — ..._— ..4.._.. — ._.3300.--- 5100____--36.00	 .. 6500
5 5 -4800 5100. 5109 6509
o.DIRECTA4Y •
FILES -
UNIT SET RECORDS TOTAL	 NAME TYPE	 -_ --
- - -	 •-• -^---	 S kb 41 1366	 SUKE 1 ---• —------ -	
_,.^ _	 .._	 .-_..._	 . _...._	
_....^_ ---^----
...-
	 ^---^	 -	 MASKS -----^----
NAM_
-
DIRECTARY FILF ADDRr, S S RECO RDS IDENT # 1	 IDENT	 _Z
NA 10 1 ; JU 1 g 11y 11 P q:7GO 1 9 16!






C 1 s w =;k0 1 9 121
P3 14 5 1? , 10 2 3 71N 1 5 fi ' ` ,00 1 4 20
F .	 T 1a 7 18300 1 16 110
s	 --- -	 - - P. 17	 ._.._.. 8 216CU ---- 2 12 7;
'.
W 18 _9 .. _._ ..2k3G0- 1 ^-11 2
NG 19 to- 27300 1_ _ ^^ ._._._ 7 197
-
r
	 PPC L. 14 . 39100 1 5 5
^:.	
•	 TIME	 4 CLOCK a 214
............................. ............................................................................
IFNL PPCp 97






UNIT SET RECORDS TOTAL NA ME TYPE
'.4&	 SUHE
MASKS
NAME DIRECTORY FILP ADDRES S RSCeRDS IDENT # I IDENT # 2
NA 1
	
1	 300	 9	 11
p	 3200	 1	 9	 161
PA	 12	 3	 fl.iou	 1	 12 Z2C	 13	 4	 9300	 1	 9	 121
	
PT— 14	 s —1 OW60 2	 3 --71
	
15	 6	 15300	 19	 200
T	 16	 7	 1830.0	 1	 16
	
P17	 9	 21600	 2	 12	 71
W	 18	 9	 243 00 f1 	 2NG	 19	 lo
	
27.300	 2	 7 197
	
P C—.-2 3	 1y	 39jOU	 1	 5	 5






COC K 	 216
. ... .......	
bELTA	 2
---- — ----------- ...........................
-
SPEC MINAG.100	 CCOO'd1 6 	 ......




5	 406	 41	 1366 SURE	 I
MASKS
NAME
	 "'ADDRES S --RCC-dR S MCC —#f —t	 Otki- 0 i-
N A	 10	 1	 300	 1	 9	 11
	
11	 2	 X30	 9	 161
PA	 12	 3	 6300	 1	
.12	 12
-C	 13	 4	 9.'300   
	
9	 121
PS	 14	 5	 1760	 2	 . 3 71
N	 15	 1 5 .7	 .9 	 200
T	 16	 7	 1t. J 40	 1	 16	 110
	






. . 70­27300	1	 ----Y97IS ^	 7
	








4PER CPC 'A LINK PPCPPC	 NoxVAREA	 CCO00164 	 164
Y o.AM44 !NG ':mr
GuhD171e-.4 2
a .NULL MASK-•
—	 ------- ---- ---•- -	 _. _ . _ __	 ._.___.




1 • -._ - 1
aSOa -V-_ _.3000 --$soo •----, - akao
ioQB	 3t}00 10300 440Q.
3 3 1800 5100	 2100 5500
-
4 4 ..._._	 3300 -- 5100 	 3b00	 ..	 _ 6500




NIT—SET i^CS- S	 797A.L—vAve TYPE5..
46	 41 236.6	 SU HE 1
-	 - -
__..	
----	 -- --- `- --	 -	 ---;?+ASKS-
NAM 0IRECTeRY _FILE... - Ao^•z:55 —RECE RDS_ID_ENT__N . 	 I, _SPENT- K 2—
--- -NA 10 1 2pU 1. 9: it
—_	
-
M it P:. 3301 1. 9 161
3. 63GJ	 1. 12 - 12
C 13:.. w 9.y f f 1
 9 121_...	





....2	 , 3 _	 _
71
I.S . a 153pf} 1 200
___.T 15:.7 1a.^OL}^_ _.1 16: _ - -11u --- — - —.
P
17..
R 216C.0 . 2 12 71
w I8:. 9 24309 1 11 2
tiv 19 10 273G0 1. 7 197
ape 21. 12. 33600 1 5 5
PPC ..	 ' 23 14 r	 3930 .. -.	 . _ _1.. -.5--
 •-- - ..__ .. 5PC 25 1 6
...
45307 1 5 6
+►
 TI mE	 .. CLOCK	 220
_DELT A •	 2
•t-:'-r+r..wr-.r.. wr..r- .-.ww.rr^-r.w.+^r•.ww.w^+rw...wr.-,•.rwrrrwr.ww.r. ----w.-w.wrrrwyw.rr.r. w•-..-w-rrrrr•rr^.^wrwrrrwr..b.^.yrrw
s
SPEC	 R ! ]1 A. Si ax 1	
_
CCG,OQ15 Crwwrwrr.^rrr•^y±^^w•r._ 	 1(^5 __	
...
3rcK^ PC" tltiK 0PG LINE GC00p166 <r-r.srr.^r..srwws-•. 166







1- ._ 85oa2^-0000 3000 RROO10300 410040#002 30003
.._-,	 _--. 3 - ---•---1$00  5100 3100 65004 -4 3300 -.5100 36005 5 
	






5 46	 41	 1366	 SURE 1
MASKS




IDENT • * 1 IDENT rY	 2 __ ----^—^ __ ------












13 -;	 -	 93flU _____
-	








N 1-3	 ^,__ - 1530U._ 1. --9 --- --20p











19	 la	 2730023	 14	 3930 x)
^1.
1




.^.PC 2+F	 15	 42Q401" -- -5 - -	 - - 5 _._. -__
PC 25	 16	 4'300 1 5 6 .
i
+► TIME.







rr.r ^.w r,r rwrrwrr^.w.w.r..r.w
-------------- rrwwrwrw.^-.^^r^r^^^^^srrrr^r^^^^ wrfrwrw rw wwrlrrwr wrrrwa.rrr rw rrrw^^^w^^^^r^w^rrr^r
Output for commam .", 67 through 195 not shown.
CCO00196
Le C ATI9WBF- P - SOURCcS 'AND DRAINS	 CCOOD197




»^1^G	 ^'	 • Sh^.E PA	 CCOOO199	 ^wwwrrrw•••-•rrwrw.••rr	 =99
PSD
1 1 5100_: 5100 6100. 6500
2 7 7500 34100 8500 4400 
.





s 10300. 3300 11300
_
_	
4400	 •. ' ---	 _	 -
_ 5 _ __10 B'800 3000100DO _.
-- -
 44 . ---
_	 w 6 It 2100 5100 3300 -- ---6500
7 12 3600 51D.0 4800 6530
FILES
'UNIT SET	 RECORDS	 TOTAL -	 MME5 +.8	 10 13386	 OOC	 i
HASOCS
^' . IKA^IE^^i.2[r"r9R^Y'^F-3_F AOORFS	 E e	 IO NT ^	 t IOEN t^ N _k.	 NA 1.0	 t 300	 r 9 111 !	 P -	 -4 C U	 _ 1	 _	 -_ . _	 9 16:1
PA 12	 3 63OU	 1 12 12
-	
C 13	 4 9 3 C J 	 ^.1 —__ ... 12:1
P5. 1o►	 5 i?h.CO	 2 3 71
9 X200.
T i5	 7 1R33i	 1 16 110p 17	 8 21600	 2 12 71 _..
n f3	 9 2i3c.J	 3_ i1N3 19	 to 27--.J	 1 - - 7 197
p S 20	 1.1 3C..="J0	 1 7 12
tFp 24	 15P33
i TIME ^ ---.__._.__._—_	 ..	 _—.__ __	 _	 ........._. __...	 ^^ --CLOCK •^---	 _...--899 •-	 -	 --	 __^_.
S-	 --- . - DELTA n i4	 -'w••w^•••rra• a••r++'r•ww•-w•.rr• rwrrw.r++•.w•wr'•r•r••.••rrr•^r•^wr••• err•rr••s•s+•rwr rrrrrr w.rrrr•wwrwrwr^*•rrrrrrwr^'rrrw^^w^Uwrrw^^-
^_..	 8PER	 PSO _• 'LINK PSDjQP' _	 LI'NV1..N E . _ CCOOfl200 .^.^_..
—	










3000.--10000 ------ -	 4400.
3000 11300 4400
2 $SOO — 3000
-10000 4400- ---
3 3 800	 5100 1800 6500
3 6 2	 1 Q-Q-33.Q0--___-65 OQ
4 6 2100	 5100 3300 6500
-
4 .----7.—:3606 100-_4800--_ _ 6500,







5 io	 1396	 QPL
MASKS
-NAME D I RECTOR-^	 CF	 E —fbiNT # P






13 9300 1 9 121
PS 14 5 IP600 a 3 71
N
P 17 11 215110 P, . 12 71
W 18 9 24300 1
NG 19 10 27300-
1
^— 7 197
p so 21 12.
—
_33000 1 5
opc 24 15 42306 1 5 6
TI ME • CLOCK	 Rai
5PER	 PSG INTR PSDjPA





_ 3 7 11- 800	
--










5 1 5100 51DO 6100 65Qd
`rr
-	 12	 3600
	 5f.00	 KW	 6500r .
 D RECTBRY •
F I Ls,S












- -	 -NA	 13	 t _	 ^r_0	 _ 1
M	 1;	 ?33uJ	 -
PA	 12	 3	 £^3J3	 1 ..	 ...----
w	 C	 13	 4	 9aC	 1	 9	 121
G	 1*.i;i,CO	 3	 71
1 .5	 6	 +_531US	 9	 2o0
-	 --T	 16	 -	 7 —	





p	 i7	 ii	 clb.^J	 2	 12	 71w	 13
	
9	 ?.a3GS:— T1	
_.— 11	 -	 2W2	 13	 .10	 27-:00
	
1	 7	 197
5"^ .	 E	 i 1 .	 w^: 0















1 11	 -- 	1348_	 700
^. 2 IP3 ?SOD 700 7600 1100
3 124 7168 700 743• 800
... 4 125 7066 800 7523 8915	 --_ 126.- .. __.. 7021._. _._ 89t.-..._^. 7570 . _-_
	 900.
6 127 707E 900 7621 1000
..7 128	 166 1000 7715 21008 129 2540 1100 2900 211049 130 5500
_.	 1100	 _._.. _.	 5900 6400	
__.....-10 131 7260 1100 7809 1?OO
^^.__ 11 132 73``4 __. 1?00 130412 133 7448 1300 7997 1400
---	 13	 _,__-134
	 9542 .1400 8091 ..1500
14 135 7636 1500 8185 16001 
	
_.142 _	 _-_ 7730 ._-._._ 1600 .^. ._ 8279 ...
__...	 1700	







-_ _._--	 11;00  8467 1900
18 145 8012 1900 8560
__._...._._
2000	 --
19 146 8105 ?000 8654 2104
20 147 8199 2100 8747 2200
- --- ---
	 -	 --- _ __---- 21	 -----148 - -- 8292 2?OO  _. 111141	 _  2300	
-	 ---	
_
C7 22 149 6386 2330 8934 240023 150 _— -_ 8400 2300 -,--- 8900 7900s:.. 24 152 8479 2400 9028 2500
_ 2a _l s4 A530 25^ t7 9079 26096^
155 8576 2508 9035 250027 156 8666
_2600 - 8933...- 2700
28 157 8752 2704 8835 278329	 .._...	 _ 136 ._ _..__ 9900 _
	 ...__.. 1500 _.- 10400
_.	 7900
30 137 1000 1600 1400
.....__
350031 140 4000 1600 4400 3500
32 f59 9200 6000 9600 7900 138 _ 1700_
..1600.__.-.----- 2200 760034 139 3200 1604 3700 __._.-- 760035
___
141 4700 _1600- - ----	 5203 760036 151 7700 2400 8100 5300
	
-
37 158 1000	 +{500 =400_, 7100.,x„.33 153 10700 2400 11100 8400










 -12800 8130040 16p ' -'._. 7700
	 ^ 670.0  $100 7500
PILES -
UNfT
	 SET RECe POS	 7@TAL	 0,ME	 TYPE
5
	 15	 1+x16	 1
_
r
MASKS ------	 — .^	 --- - --	 -
_ NAME T DIRtCTBRY FiLF__AODREV5 RECO WDS
--
IDEN'^T #__1._-_ZDENT N 2NA
.10 1 300-.. 9	 11
M li ? 334U 1 9	 161PA 12 3 a3Ca 1 12	 - 12

























	8206 ..._........__ 0041Z...	. 6L+i8	
412 006L	
C069 _ 	GCEZ _ _	OOAB	E2	T












OOKT£LEO _.— 00L i	





















OObL	-- L66!	-• OCE L ^`---`-- Bh+rL	• 2T	T	_
--	^` COET
	

































-	-	-.. -	4ti wad :^vl't	k.,d	Ada
rwaaawwarrrrarrwrrw.rarwwar.r.arwwwr.rw..rwwwrr...wwr-•..rr.arrrawrrrrra
 ...................................................... .































2 29 9900 Isou 10400
4 34 3200 1600 3700 760035 4700 1600 5200 7600
FILES
UNIT	 SET	 RECORDS	 TOTAL















_---_^	 %a1PA	 xz	 a	 osou	 1'
	 ---	
- -	 -	









---___-__ s	 ^a^p a
	






















	 20	 11	 30-300----
	




^ 2* ^^^^ ^xs-------








1 7168	 700	 7434
1 7021	 991	 7570'
1 7072	 900	 7621
7166	 1000 __ 7600 1 too
1 7166	 1000	 7715 1100
2500	 1100-- 2900 '2goo5500	 1100	 5900 6400
IT, ^344	 1200	 7903-2300
1300 .
	7997 14007542	 1400	 8091 1500






1 1 RinS ?Q00 8654 21001 1 809 2100 8797 2200'1 8292 2200	
----	
8841 23001 1 8386 2300 8934 2400_,--
--- . 1 . 5400 r^3^0 .
- 8900 2400
1 1 9400 ?'a 170 R900 7gOO,-
--	 .-- 1 1 8479 2437 8900 2500
1 1 8479 2400	 _ '	 9028 25001 8530 ._
__. 2500 8900  2509
1 1 8530 2500 9079 —_---2509
-
1 1 6576 2509 8900 2600




-	 -	 ----- ---•-- -	 - - 1 856!; 2600 _ __-	 8900 27001 1 8666 2670 8933 2700
_...
	
.	 ._	 .,.	 ._	 ..	 _ -...... 1 1 8752 2700 8835_ 27832 2 9900 1500	 _ 10400
..
7900	 _ ----	 —_
--
3 4 1700 f60J 2200 7600
4
-3 3200 1600 3700 7600
+ DIREC'a :ZY •	 _--- -	 - ...	 ___— _ _. 70Q- —16J0- -- 5200 _ ___7600 __- -
FILES
U'N.I 7 SET	 REG$FD$ T5-1 i AL	 SAME __ TYPE
5 5 Q 	 15 1416	 pc 0 	 I.
MASKS
NAME .. DI; kCT p r .Y . - FILF	 -ADOR:S S - PECSRDS__I IDENT 2 --
'	 NA 10 1	 awL	 1 9 11
^,	 ^i 1'1 2	 3307	 1 9 161RA 12 3	 {,3,rU	 1 12 12C S 3f- 4	 -•3i0 9 121
FG 14 5	 ?4CU	 2 3 71
? 1 6- -- - 15.Y0^	 --- --1- 9
200T 16 7	 18.300
	
I
P 17 8	 216G0 1,2 71
13 9	 24300	 1 11 2^_._ ` tis i5 f^ "-27 797
2S0 20 1130300	 1 5 12PG.
-	 .a 2!
_
12	 33004 ----•- 1	 •------- 5 - 6CPC 24 -y 1}	 42300 
	 1 5— _. _
_ 5
----
. TIME • COCK v 244
DELTA 8 i
- ri.y.	 .r«.....i ........................
	 .i ...w..i..r.r....^iwi..^.r. .ii..i.ii..rlw.• r^.w'iiirri^i^ii..rF lriiiir^ifr +s
Output for commands 225 through 253 not shown
e' W N TRANSIST@R IDENTIFICATIBN / CHECKING CC000255
......................................
.. Ct000256_.._ —...._.— _	 ._
CC000257
—	
I. FhL	 NAj ! 04 .	 _	




L'.G ATIBN BF PR85PECIVE N CHANNELS• ARBITRARILY ASSUMING 00000259
THAT ANY C H ANNEL Up	 1 MIL 48NG_TB WITH AT LEAST fl+1
.MIL ___-- •--.—...0000D26D
'r METAL A1tiD THIN BXIDE WILL PcRFBRM SOMEWHAT LIKE A TRANSIS79R
	 00000261
S PEC	 MAXWx1000rRf ?0rSl8# 1rR2@C.%S 2c#	 1 0000020 2 ^rrwrr..wr.w.w. ,..... 26











1 f 1800	 2200 2100 2900






3 3 4800	 2200
_-T
5100 -	 -	 --	 --2600
4
—	
—.	 •.__.,—___	 _......^..-_._--	 _	 -^.—	 __..._	 .. 4 3300 --.2600,- 3600
 2900
5 5 4600
	 2600 5100 2900
¢ 8500 	 b6p08800 6900
7 T 10000
	 6600 10300 690
69D0- ---8800 .__-_...- 7- J0
1 4 I 6	 ^	 ^	 1





















- ..	T2nJd ...—_. _
2T
	
Sr00 E 0.FI TC za s d
1.61	Lc
0Fy25RI









2	1h3Gi_	t_1ti30	SeNa.03'i^55--1:C0t -.-JIIJ_ ..A'bc1036tG.^ 4v'r	_	-
SXS14






































Sgt6Zno	d	? T_ ___ ...
It6











OOEl _........__.-COEOti	— 0069.. _... -	QOGOL	66

























I i FO 00:17-
c/.2	....................oleoccooN.14112
Den	lsisfl^^lb



































__..._..._ 3 ..--- ... 4800 ..-
	 -	
2200.._ -5100$ 3 4800











^85o0	 660.0	 8800 69009 6 8500
	 6900	 9800 73009	 _ -- - 8	
____-_- _85 0 0__..___.6600__	 8800
9 8 8500	 .	 6900	 8800 7300
--	 -	 ---	 -- --- ---- --	 - 
_. --__- .-	 10	




Q 9 1a Q,0	
... x.6001.300 6900
_..___-•-DIRECTORY +	 10 9 10000	 6900	 10300 7300
FILES	 - --	 -----	 -	 -	 _ _- --- -_	 _ --
- ---- - ------ -.--SET RECORDS .
 TOTAL.__NA M E TYPE_5	 54	 10	 1524 PGME
	 1	 -- ------ -	 - —
MASKS
FAMEDI RECTORY - FILF_ AD -DRES S
 RECORDS IDENT
_ 1 10^ T_ 2_
.4A	 10	 1	 30Q__1	 9	 11	 ---	 --	 -. _M
	 _- . 11	 -_2_	 33001
	
9	 161PA	 1P	 3	 h30U	 1	 12- ---- 12
C	 13	 4	 931DU	 g	 2p G 	 14	 5	 IP600	 z	 3	 71
N _ —._.__._ 15	 6	 1^'^CU	 1— _  T	
















c7	 W	 18	 s - - 2 :: ?O U	 it	 2
NO	 19	 10	 27300	 2	 7	 197p§5	 20	 11	 30300	 5	 12
PGM	 21	 12	 33300
	 1	 5	 6NC -_-_ 23 - _1u	 396011	 2^	 9	 6- -	 -----	 ---	 -	 -	 .CPC ---- 24	 9---15	 +.?3CU	 1 PNC
	 - 26	 17	 4A3OU	 9	 9
'.I	 ONC
	 29	 19	 54000	 1	 10
j--- TIME • 	_ _- 
	
--_CLOCK_•.-273__^_.._ .---- _----- -
1	 ---w	 DELTA R	 1
	
rrrrrwwww , ww ww wrwr wwwwww rww_





—^.-.,» 	 w•rrwr rw r—!`rrrrrr rwrwwwrwwwrw w
Qutput for commands 272 through 300 not shown.
-_ _- -- .--	 LOCATION 6F
. .
N SOURCES AND DRAINS
SPEC R_ [}, Sla# i
?	 3PER NS3 n SA' [ NA CC000303 e-------------w..-.--	 303..CC00O304 -304	 — —
NSD








	10___--	 3600 2200 4800 25006 11 8:600 6,600 10000 6900










6900	 - ^	 ^
-
--
DIRE CT. RY - --
	 —_------•---.___---	 — --	 i.i
	 750 0 	 65QG 	 550
	---7300_
^:' ES
- LJ%IT SET :~`:°R75 T3TAL \A ME TYPE-
5 . 	 sa	 13	 1594 `CE
	 1
—_A`"c._ 1cC"^^Y_
 r ILA AODRF• $ 5- _R ECbR0$ I D `T # -^ ?.".^hT-# 2--
NA	 C	 !	 3CU	 1	 9	 11N	 ii	 ?	 :;3Ct	 1
2A 12 3 6:; L'7 1 i2 12
s C 13 4 a;;] w	 _ ...._.._. __	 9 -	 ----- --------------121Pu 1+ 5 12(,UU 2 3 71
T 16 7 1x.^,^ 1 I 16 1:0
Ia 9 E43,U 1 11115 t0 "273 v= 1	 - - 197	 - — -- -------	 -
'' PSD 20	 ---1 1 3^350_ 1 5 12Pa y 21 -12  3330U ^--1
NSO 22 13 36000 1 11 11CPC 24 1a 4?300
-	
1 5 g
Q N C 23 19 56300 1
 -'--
_- CL9CK =	 285----




_._ - PER NSO . LINK NS3,.	 LINE-,LINEQNC	 INE
	
- _'_"_._'_
-•------- -	 - -	 00000305..___.._____--_^^.::^^^.:^:^:^^
-^^.-	 3^5






---- --- -- --
a
6 0.6 4 goo 2200	 1800	 2900
7 s 3600 P200	 4900	 2900
a 2 2200	 2600..8 3 5100 2600	 6100	 2900
8— 5— 3600 .--2200—4900—.2900





73009 to 7500 6600	 8500	 69009 11 7500 .-,---6900--,8500 --- 7300to 6 agoo 6600	 10000	 6900to
to a 10300
3800 ----690o- 1 0000_	 7306600	 11200	 6900
DIRECTSAY • to 9 ------ 1 0 ,300 11200
F I LE9
UNIT	 SET	 RECORDS	 TOTAL
	
NAME
5,	 58	 13	 _1594	 NCL--- TYPE.._i
NAME DIRECTORY	 F ILF AOD^E gl^ RECORDS IDENT 0 1 z:DE NT 910 1 300






—12 1213	 4 9:400 9 121





15	 h 16300 1 9 200T 16	 7 183CO 1 16 110
p 17	 a 21600 Z 12 71
w Is	 9 24300 1NG 19	 10 27300 1
-7 19 7PSO 20	 It 30300 1 5 12
1 5 6NSD 23	 14 39ooQ I toCPC 24	 15 4P30.0 1 528
	 19 54300
T? E
CLOCK fm	 2 c
DELTA n
 6PER - _ NSQ s INTR NSD * NA CC000306
%-NSQ
6 1 2100 2200	 3300 —"29006 3 Boo 2200	 1800	 2900
—7--I_8100 89.00-






- - .a _ .....	 _





--. - ^ _-..— _^..














8800 _ ..6600 ,10000 6900
=^
9 3 8800 6900 10000 7300
-- -	 _ .9__ 9 7500 6600 8.500 6.900
tr 9 75^.0 6900 8500 730010 3 -------	 a800 _
 A600__10000
.690010 3 8800 6900 10000 73001.0
	 . 8 10300	 .-- _--	 6600 11200 6900





-----.,._ V IN IT SET	 P EC4 IDS TeTAL \A ;'c TYPE










	 T DE1T #	 1 IDE`T Zi^^
-








 U 1 1 2 12
-




153CU 1 g 01Fy00 S i6 11
11
017 K
2, 6CJ 2 i? 719 24 ]Cj 1	 .-._...._	 _	 ... 1 1 2
-
i	 _ ha 19 :C 27 --- CU 1 7 197




PG" 21 1? 33"7CU 1 5
_61v53T'^22_ 13 36GC.)
_
1cC?G 2, 15 44300 1






.^^^.^ ..r. r.rww -wwrwrw wro-..^i.^w.r r OEL	 s	 i
•..wwr..^..rww«wrw^^.rw.rrrww..rrr•r7rrwrr.rr.wrrrwr..wr.wrr^w^^r•rrrwrrrwrr
!	
_	 wrr•.7r rr rwrw
E
r:
Output for commands 307 through 323 not shown.
CC000324
_	 _ -	 —
L9CATI@H ' BF N CHAffNEL GATE METAL G000325•
SPEC CC000326	 ew.w ...............^►.•	 326
@PER	 ?GM • SAME M GC000327
122_7265 SZ7
	 73'► 8	 Z00
2 123 2500	 700	 7600	 5100
_
— .---. 7168 _"
	
- - 700	 7+31► ..800i 125 7066	 800	 7523	 8955 126 _	 7D21	 891	 7570
	 900
_._
6 127 7072	 900	 7621	 100D
oo7166	 o	 7715	 2 ,00
8 129 250 0
	 2100	 2900
	 2800
__ _ _	 -- -- ---._-.-	 ••-.	 9 130 5500	
_. 1100	 5900 __-____.6400
	 _
G^$•iW^x+ee•°"'F'^":e`^'
















;60C15 142 7730 1600 8279 170016 143 7824 1700
-
8373 180017 144 7918 1800 --. 8467 -_ 1900
	 —^^--^...__
-	 -	 -
18 145 8012 _ _.-
-.	 1900.......... 656D 200019 146 8105 2000 -._ 8654 210D20
— 147._ 8199 2100 874 7 2200
-- ------
21
22 148 8292 2300





194 8530 25DO _9079 2509
27
155 8576_ 2509 9 035 2500
--- - --•-- - -- - 28 156157 86668752 2600 8933 2700
-_ ^ 9 - -- 136 -- 490.0 2700100
i 8835
10+►0a 2783790030	















139 170016003200 1600 22003700
7900
7600














39 161 7500 2400$400 1 1100128Q0 _8400$$00---- --._




	 TOTAL	 NAME	 TYPE
! 5.	 60 _ 20 	 1634
KASKS




....NA 11 2 33C o 1 9 . -	 16i	 -	 _	 - -^--- ---PAC - -	 12	 ._-__ - 3 -_. 6300 1 212 121a 4 ^^ JO ._____ +. 121,
-	 -- 
-•_	 PG 1 + S i?F,OU 2 3 71
N 15 6 1530 1
 20() -	 -
- ---- -- T 16 7 183.00 1 16P 17 8 211, 00 2	 ' - -	 12 71u 18 9 - 24300 1 11 2LNG -19 10 27300 1 7 197PSO 20 1A 303,x.;1 1 5 i2PSM 21 12 33300 1 5 6NSO 22 13 31,300 1 10 9	 .^AGM 14 39000 1 _-4 0 161 	














	 NGM	 LINK NGMjQNC "
	-^ ^LINE-, LINE
wARNING a CC0b0326 c•••••..........*.... 	 328
C8 : N0I T! 5N
	 & _ --- -- -
b AARNING X
• N t1LL M A S K r
- N GM
-- ----- --






6 33 1700 1600 2200	 7600
---- ------- -	 _ --	 -	
- -	 -- -------
	 --- 
7 34 .....--. 3200 ---._. 1600 --- 3700
-.7600_B 35 4700 shoo 5200
	 76009
--	 -----.
	 1 - .. 	7265 617 _7348 ___
.700ti.. 9 2 2500 700 7600	 11009 3 _7168 700_,434. 80
.: 9 4 7066 800 7523	 A919
......
--	 5 ----- 702E _ __ 891 .- 7570 900
-
s 9 6 7072 900 7621	 1000
,.
- -- -	 -
-	
7- ___7166
—_._ 1000 7713	 1100_9 8 2500 ! f00 2900
	 2800
---- — _
9 6500 1100T 5900	 64009 10 7260 1100 7809
	 120711
 7354 _— 1200_.___ 7903.._____, 13009 12 7448 1300 7997	 1400
_-- .......
--	 •--	 -	 9 .	 13 7542
—_.--_.1400 8091.
	 15009 14 7636 1500
_	 _
8185	 1630
9 . 15 7730_ .l600 32
.:^ 9 16 7824 1700 8373	 18009 17 _. 7918
-	 1800. 8467 
	
19009 18 8012 1900 8563	 2000
---•- 5 ------
	
19 -	 - 8105._ 2000 8654 	 2100.9 20 8199 2100 8747	 2200
--
9. 21 8292 2200 8841.3009 22 8386 2300 8934	 2400
_ — -	 —
23 —_. 8400
	 ._ _ _ .2300 . 8900	 7900
9 24 8479 2400
_-
9028	 2500
-	 — --- -	
9 25 8530
_ _.- 2500.— - 9079	 2509.. 9 26 76 2509 -__9035	 2600
27 8666 260 4933	 aj009 29 9752-2700 8835
	 279310 29 9900..	 ... 1500- _ 10^►00 7900
- FILES
<	
.: U1I T 	 SET	 REC@ RDS	 TOTAL NA ME	 TYPE ^-
^.. 5	 60	
.-2p ^16. 3?^ rvS^ _ f .
MASKS
i:3F` IXL I	 icy	 ^I. .^..r.']GIL•r-Y-rs-...{'-}- 	 M. .^-.tiN	 •I_>?5w rs-.•.}'.1. ^....i.,:, -	 s,	 w+-F'a'.,	 i.	 .....-....	 Y...-• , . ..	 4...	 ..-,.......	 ..	 ,, "... -...,.	 r,._.-...x.,.a_a+nu»..M...,,.- •sup.. wcrew.... as ..-,	 .. bx....	 ..- ..->.. •.__.._......_ 	 ,	 -..... ..................^. _.. _._^...___.._.". 	 -^.-^-._.
.:zr^^w; :il sz^^:i.93k:i:.V#,r.YU3c.'-`.--"„^"••-"f'.^a^}uaui rcvaiy:'^...,.,,.ky,L.^:sYadrae$!a¢.aa':^3,<Sa^uGl'a...,-arm'i3dcl:+e°'^'t..Las.^.sa^h..t^^, 	,,.,e^ -	 -	 ^ae^e. ts3ti4.^.d+^^F	 Aa.anitl•"a^	 = Yi eliaaw35^+®r^iazas'sc2^u^^. Yriuu'rn7aw`^zr.7s:1fi:^"Yr7Tb iudifkiiia'.i^idiarrdfl^ 	 -































-T	L66L	OCE1 -	207L	T	6	-	- -	- 


































pO T 1	- 0094 
	
004
















i- ----- ---- ---- -	
--	C.) 62£-	
6?ECO077 -	-	—	_FI^NaN^L1NI • WVN 83d8
-v---"- wrrr ^r ^lr wr^w^w rra r.r rr rwrrwww^ara aaw is ar^w*awarwrara raawr wraa asr ra arar G














































SET RECORDS TOTAL NAME TYPE
60	 20	 1634 NS O 	I
9  1— 8530	 2500	 9079 2509
9 1 _	 8576 -





9 1 8666	 2600	 8933 2700 
—9--- 1 57:.?	 1	 0	 8835 27R3
SO 2 9900
	 1500	 10400 7900
...........................
	 .
_ °-- -- - -
	
- --	
9 1 -- . -._._.
	
8400. 2300__ 8900 _ 2400.
9 1	 8400 2300 8900
— ,—?9009 1	 8479 240C 8900 ___-^. 200
f
9 1	 8479 240.0 9028 _ --2900	 —
---	 -- - - ----..
9
	
8530 2500 8900 C
MASi(S
NAME DIRECTORY FIL E ADDRESS
 RECORDS IDENT
	 1 IDENT F 2NA	 10	 i	 300	 ; 9	 31	 - .. --- -	 --	 --	 ----- -11	 2 _	 3300	 1 	 9	 161	
-PA	 12	 3	 6300 - 1	 12	 12	 -----	 -C 	 3_+► _	 93.00	 1	 9	 121PO'	 14	 5	 1.2600	 2	 3	 71N	 15	 6	 1530.0	 1 __-	 _	 9	 200T	 16	 7	 18300
	
1	 16	 110
	 - -	 —^-"-
-
	
P	 17	 R	 21600	 2 --	 --12 _
	 71 --- --W	 18	 9•	 24300	 1	 11	 2
NG	 1910	 27300	 1	 7	 197
~ s	 a3D - - 20-..^ 11
	 30300




._.- _ 1 _.—........ _..




	 24	 SS	 42300	 1	 5	 5 	 --•-----•---_..^.__._..._ .___.-..__-.._.--- ----------0^►C	 28 __^_14 _—_ 943gO _	 1	 1_0	 9
+► TIME•
-._ -- -- ---- --
	
_ _... --- 
	
CLOCK s	 30 ;-DELTA----_.____—
.__....^s .rwrrs..s^.*r.. . . r.wr.wrF.wM.sw + •s...r ^ w^ .arw. sws.......r..wrr.wrr..rrrwr.
 rw. w.r...^^r.... r .ws*r.wrrwww wrrw.r rw.r ^^w. w+►Rw
Output for commands 330 through 403 not shown.
ERRUR: MINIMUM SEPARATION OF STEPPED OPENING AND ANY 00000 04__ C6NTACT 6^'ENTNG ! .^
EXC s EXPN C 1 000 100	




PER - ., CCO00406 .
	cw ..................
3	 111	 900










u	 'srrt	 'Y€ 	 ':^	 "^",	 n. der	 :`'	 -	 '	 - t	 tai „	 t-	 n+	 _,r3p^,	 `.i°-v'"m',.	 'n ' »;r,	
.C.
i
1 113 24 00 -	 2400 -.. 3000
	 --_—_,- - 2900
1 114 5400 2400 6000 2900
-- — -' -
7 115 7600
 2400 _ 8200__ 50008 116 10600 3100 11200 4300
—	 -----------__—•-- _ _	 7 117 _ 900 4500 1500 7100
1 118 5400 5200 6000 64003 119 9100 6000.--_— _9700 7900
9 120 7600 6700 8200
—





SET	 R EC8R75	 TOTAL	 .A^ , E TY^PL --
-- ---	 5 68	 33	 1968	 NNSO 1
NAME DI R EC T ORY	 PILE	 AOC3ES S RECORDS IDENT # 1 KENT # 2
-
NA '_	 1	 30'0 1 9 11
M li	 2	




12	 3	 6 z- U 1 12 12C 13	 c	 93C3 1 ----	 9 121
"- --P`' 14	 5	 1?6CU 2 3 71----- N., 15	 6	 15300 1 9 200
T 16	 7	 IA30U 1 16 110
P-	
- 17	 K	 .2160 U 12 _ 71W 18	 9	 243Off 1 11 p
n NG 19	 10	 2'7 7f U 1
-- ---- 7 197 - - __ ------ ---...--- -
`
---'	
PSO 20	 11	 3 . a }U 1	
- ---	




`0 NSO 22	 13	 35303 1 10 9hay 23	 39300 1 10 _..6-GaC ?»	 15	 4?.3JU 1 5 5
NNSD 25	 16	 45300 1 -	 -- --	 7
_
197
PNSD 26	 17	 4R60U 2 3 71 -
EXC 27	 is	 51lcOU 1 9 121










S PEC	 PRtiT < rsr...rr...i...wr... 407----— —I
I T
^-- CQC0407
la. '7 GIZ-	 CT9 7 NINT GX.L CCO00408 .r.....r..wr 408
114 5# 0 2800 6000 2900
. DIRECTeRY w
FILES
UNIT SET	 RECBFDS	 TOTAL	 NAmE TYPE
5 68	 33	 1968	 NN 50 1
_^.------	 -MASKS
—T_ — NAH, , DIRECT@RY FILE'
	
ADDRESS RECORDS IDENT # 1 IDENT # 2
----.;^1^'^C`1TI-r-• w	 ^;;1^}}^^ ,aa^ ^ r-...^..-..,,,1_..	 _	 -rw - - -	
—	 .: -•"^:
	





NA to 1 300 1 q It
m 11 2 3300 1 9 161
PA 12 3 A300 1 S2 12
C 13 46 9300 1 9 121
PG
—
1 '► 5. 12600 _ a — 3 71
N 15 6 15300 1 9 200
T 16 7 I5300 1 16 110
P 0 8 21(lo0 ?. 12 71
W 18 9 243OU I it aNG 19 to 27AW 1 7 197
!? SD '00.-1 5
—
.12
PGM 21 12 33300 1 5 6
NSD 22 13 36300 1 9
NSM 23 14 39300 I to 6QPC 24 li 4P.30() 1_ 5 5NNSD 25 16 45300 1 7 197
P lqSD 26 _ __17 4F, 60U. 2
—
3 71
EXC 27 18 51300 1 9 121
ONIC 28 19 54300 1 to_. 9CTeE 29 20 57000 1 1 11 4
CLOC K 	 369
tPLTA a	 I
A
o	 Output for commands 409 through 474 not shown.
CALCULATE JUNCTIO N
	 ASSUMING KA . - 0 * 07D PF/Sne CC00047'tCCO00476MIL AND KP a 0 a 2.0a PF/MiL IN UNITS OF @001 PF-PARE	 fv EXP*al4286*-500
— .
	





-7 -- 150000563 5 45499248 21000064 P7
3 6­ 1 5829664
-554600160 •6
3 7 19969664 55000176'-- ;6








_ -73 12 24499568 -6 480001 6 0	 -_ _	 -7 -
r--M
 - ---






-761998628 -7-3200011 2 	 -7
3 16 63998624 .7 32000112 073 17 839986224 _	
_
 -7__ 32000112 . -7





_ -- -	 ' 7 -- 32000112.3 20 83998624
-7 32000112 -7
- 3 21 -.	 83998624 -7 32000112 -7
















3 27. ^ . 24499568_.-..______..n 48000163 -7








14400033 •610 30 13549759 0 5 11200036 .------6
-	
8-	 --- 31 11549795 -5
-
 10400033
-6 -^3 32 63998624
-7 _32000112 .73 - .__- 33,-- 83998624_
.7^_3200Q1i2 -73 34 539986?.4
-7 3?.000112 -7
3	 -- 35 34759360 -9 31200095 •6
C^ 3 36 83999624
-7 32000112 -737 83998624
^	 -
 -7 -- 32000112 -7_..^ ...-.-_..._^_.	 _. ____	 ._-^__
	 --•---•- -- -3 38 53993624 07 __32000112
_ 3 39 - 83998624
-7 32000112 •7
3 40 83998624 *7- 32000112
-7
3 41 83998624
 _	 - 7 __. 32000112 •7













^.	 3 -45 69399848 07_29000096 •7
3 46 97998400
.7 36002128 7
3 47 11241815 -6
-	
4:0120i28 _.73 48 11325810 .6
_ _,-
40360144 -7
--	 -_...._.--- --- ---
	
3 49 . _ 21459805
--•
	







	 ___3 51___-11577806 .6 41080144 .7
3 ~
-52 11661804 -6 41320144 .7
3 , _ 53 _ . 11745803 •6 41560144 .7 j
7 94 11549795 •5 10430033
.6
-	 ----	 _.-_--.	 __	








	 -5 •- 104 00039- -6
3 is 11829801
«6_






3 60 12011799 -6 42320 .144 ..73 61 1?095797	




3 63 10397615 +5
_
30508096 •b3 64 10267418
--- 05 - 30136080 .. •63 65 10435821 •5 29760080 +6
--
66 10005622 •5 2938'8080 .63 67 14909737 •5 29600080 .6
--- -- -- _-- 3 68 24499568 r6 48000160 •7
3 69 78398672 w6 - 92000336'---- -;7 3
- 70. 24499568 •6 430001 60_ r]
u `
w DIRECTORY •
3 71 26459504 -':5
_
24400064 w6




	 SET RECORDS TOTAL	 NAME TYPE5	 74 6 2006	 T5XE t - -- - ----- -_- __ ---- ------_
F_ _.._..-. -	 6.	 -__	 1 71 71	 PARE 0
MASKS
{ NAME
	 DIRECTORY ^I-!.F ADDRES S MRECBKDS IDENT # t IOENT ^+	 2NA	
.._.
10 1 300 1 9 11M 11 ? 3300 1 -
	 9'
--_--.._ PA	
- i 2 3
-	
fi30Q 1 t 12y t 13 4 8300 1 . -._..- 9 121
'. PG 14
'



























363.00 1 ! 0 9
1
NAM 23 14 39300
_
1 -----••- SO 6 --- - ---- _--_ -
_._.	
QRC 24 15 4?300 1
 5 5r E%P 25 16 45600 Z 12 .... 71 ----- -	 - -	 _
E%N 26 17 48mOO 1 _9 240Qf c 28 19 54300 lQ g
'.
---





	 --- _ DELTA- • 2wwwr..•rrrrrrw.wwwr..rrr.rrr.w.w•.r.r•rww. rrr.rrr.rrrrr...w. w•wr•rrw.rwwrwww..rrw•.r.rwwrwwrwrrrrrr.rrrw.rawww.wr•rrwwr.w^rrrw^.
"-	 :^.a+k^^4^:<v%A^e4^.r^^i.,.,.. •+;^Y{z.z::^ia, y. .mow--., ., •'.,`, .,. 	 -	 _, ,	 -_	 ._ ....	 .......	 .. r	 ..	 s	 u,..	 ....	 -.,,_... r . . ... _	 .—	 ^	 .	 n.,...	 ., ......_ .....	 .._...	 _
^^a^ ^ uY
	 v:rvsosae^^+r_:...o^ • =^^ - .,^'^
	 -	 ^}o._-^:^.ua..::._•,idn^ v^^as::^.^ ar..v	 .^^t^iL..^s:,,,:^uc•:a^- .,...st_^.,s^sa_.a^.,..^...rc^ . sx^: r.^.......N,a.n ,_..^:'vy. ^. a,.a.,.,n. ._..,;.5 - .., t 6....k_ ...... 	 ...,a ..	 . _.. _. _
1	 #	 1
a





w AREA •	 ( 1D#1j ION2#AREAPEXP9NENtj
1 1 _
-.1 2000043 07 p 03 1 24000080 -; - -	 0 03.....__ _ ._- T 84000080 .7 D 01 5490+224 -- . — _ .	 8	 __—^.__	 0 .____ --	 0 ._
3 1 10980036 •7 0 03 1 10980036 -	 .7.. _	  ...^^_.. _------
-	 --	 3 1
_






1. 54900224 - .8 — -	 - -
--	 _	
----- _-	 3 1 10980036	
-	 - —	
.7 0 03 1 12400043 .7 - `- --- — 0 0 •	 -
-	
3 1_ 16000054 .7 0 0
3 1 54900224 •8 0 0




_ .-- - ____ - __
--	 — - 3 1	 10980036 •7 0 0.3 1	 40000160 .8 - -0 -_	 ----0	 -
-	
---- ---	 -t. - --	 --..-	 - - -	 3 1	 24000080	
—
-- .07. 0. 03 1	 54900224 .8 0 0
--	
- 3---. 1. -...._. - 54900224- ..8 0 03 1	 10980036 -7 0 0	 ^-
_ 3 1	 f 098003.6 .7-R 3 1	 54900224 08 0 -0	 ---
_ -_ --
	 ----- --	
_ .. 3 1	 5600{ 192 -.------
-7 _ L' 03 1	 20030064 .7 0 0t.. _.1.-..20000064 - .7 D3 1	 20000064 -7 0 0
----- --- -s
-	 -	 -	 - -	 3 1	 15000056  .7 0 _._ - _ -	 0 --1	 5000Q208 08 0 -





_0 .- --. 0k. 3 1	 20000064 07 0 03 1,_ 20000064_
. 7 0 0
3 2	 50007208 08 0 0
- -  2	 15000056	
.- - --	 -
'; 3 2	 3CCv0112 .7 0 0	 -	 -
_	 - -	 -	 - ----	 -	
3 2	 20000064 -
_ _	










--	 5 ..	 45000160 --
---'7 0 0.3 6	 45000160 •7 --0 — 0	 --	 -
^- - 8T 16000054 07 0
.03 8	 16000054 .7 0 0
8 ..	 16000054
-
.7 D. 0.3 8	 16000054 .7 0
_..
	 _- 03
--	 8	 24000080 .__ w_.-.^7 0- 03 8	 56000192 •7 0 - --_	 —0	 --8 8	 129QQQ^±3 .7 0
—A-
51  AREA
• OI RE[TC^R Y .
a---------- 
8
	 12000043 07' 0- 0
F I Lc S	 ___ _--
-UNIT ---SET	 R EO RIS	 TQTAL	 NA ME	 TYPE5	 74	 6	 2006
	
Y O RE "	 I ._.._. __ - ___ --.- — .--- 	 . -




 F2t.E ADSRrS y
 REC9kD5'
	 NT N 1 IOEN7 3 2




12C 33 4 930.0 _1 _ 9 - 121.-_._._ ----	 --
PG 24 5 IP60U 2 3 ^1N 15 6 1530{7 1 9 200
^._
	 T -	16 7 18300	 - 1 «__-----16...._. 110
- -`	 ^	 ^	 •	
_	
-	
art.	 t	 a	 a s	
^ .-.,
•	




'.`"`_: 	 '^	 :-..	
''^^^	 yam+,. "t°"'N+;' 	 ': 	 .^;.•;i	 ^._,; -_;-. 	 .r • .aF^. : 	r	 a	 :+C:;	 -	 ^	 , 	 r;Y_H	 . ';s, Y'W:'u^	 ...	 .....-_	 ..	 a	 r..	 ,	 .t!	 -	 ..	 _
--	 _	 P 17	 8	 21 f-00 2 12 71W 18	 9	 24300 1 11 2NG i9	 1G	 27300 1 7 197
PSD 2'.	 11	 30300 1 5 12 -_^.—PGM 21	 12 _	 _33300 1 5 6—
S5 22	 13	 3A3;'0 1 10
_	 - -- ---
9
'vaM 23	 14	 39-; J 1 10 6OPC 24	 Is	 4} --JU
E%P lb	 456 00 2 12 71
-- ---- E% N 26	 17	 48000 1	 - -	 9 20.0 ---
"r	 PTHK 27	 13	 516CJ 2 8 8GAG 25	 19	 54300 - ^`1 10
_
9-
MTFIK 30	 21	 603N 1 9 161











.a..w....w^...w.w.s.ww............ •------------- ................... w....-.......w..r.w.rt
 . . .. rwww..rw.^r.^..w..ww.w •ww..w
C
Output for commands 485 throu gh 510 not shown.
.w
-7n'^i'LiaiaG ioi u :lPSD:PSn;,FG!^)ti01	 ^.... w. wr.^r.w w.. wwrwr
s WAR%jNGo 0





6	 1	 3	 ^► _.	 0	 1
a 1 3 6	 0 1
0 3 0 - ... 0 __—^	 1 
_
26 3 1 y --
7 3 15 4 1.
8 3 1 6	 0 1
-	 .. --- --	
3 9 . -- ___.. -..._	 1	 - 4 1--10 3 8 P	 0 1
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This appendix presents the routines calling structure of MAT'.
Table D-1 lists each inline main program routine with the other inline
routines and the subprograms which each may call. Table D-2 lists
each subprogram with the other subprograms each may call.
D-1
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CINLINE ROUTINES CALLING STRUCTURE































FREE 103	 BOOK 2




















CALLING ROUTINE INLINE ROUTINES CALLER SUBPROGRAMS CALLED
SPEC 103	 BOOKi
108

















PERI U1 'i	 107
103	 BOOK1
io6A













CALLING ROUTINE INLINE ROUTINES CALLED SUBPROGRAMS CALLED
SKIP 102	 103










EXOR NINT	 PLUS BOOK}.
LINK1 OP1	 BOOK 1
OP3	 BOOK2
OP4
LINK2 LINK1 OP1	 BOOK1
OP3
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DESCRIPTIONS OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
This appendix presents descriptions of MAP variables. Further
knowledge of the variables may be gained from the liberal comments found
in the MAP Source Listing.
Table E-1 presents each variable name and a brief definition. All
variables are integer type: unless otherwise, noted. All are in blank common
or equivalent to blank- common variables unless identified as local. Equiva-
lence is irt(iicated by "variable = variable." .Arrays are listed subscripted
by their dimension. A subscript of "I" indicates the array dimension may be








Alternate command input logical unit number:
A
AL = NUMI (4).
AP(24) Real I01B local variable containing line widths
for type 1 input data format.
BEG(8) Index to LIST array for the beginning of each list
segment.
BEGO(3) Index to LIST array for the beginning of each
,y
ordered list.
B1 Single blank character.
B4 Real scalar containing four blank characters.
C(15) Real MAIN local array containing the 4--character
command names.
CARD(76) Command inia.ge Buffer storing columns 5-80.
CELL Local I01J;, scalier containing a cell identifier from.type
4 input data.
CHAR(11) Local I06D array containing type 3 character
design file entry words.
CHARAC Number of characters which can be stored in word.
CONI Real MAIN local variable; containing the characters
"OPTN".
CON2 Real MAIN local variable con^ainin^; the characters
"MASK".
COUNT(I) Each entry is a count of records input or output for
the mask occupying file location I.









D(7)	 Local I03 array containing sin gle characters
considered delimiters on command records.
DATA(12)	 Dummy array for temporary storage of output items;
DATA(I2) = last word of LIST.
DATAI - DATAI2	 Scalar values for DATA array items: DATAI
DATA(1).
DELIM(36)	 Contains an index to D array for each delimiter
preceding a valid field on a command image.
DESTIN
	
Four-character mask destination name.
DIG(11)	 Local 106D array used for storing identifier digits
for output as type 3 character definitions.
DIREND	 Length of directory, i. e. , upper bound for NAME,
NUM1, NUM2, COUNT, and RECORD arrays.
DX 1, DX2,	 Local SMASH scalars usod for storing delta x
DY1, DY2	 and y values during smashing.
END(8)	 Index to LIST array for the end of each list segment.
ENDO(3)	 Index to LIST array for the end of each ordered list.
ENTRY(b)	 Contains the priority of words considered when
ordered lists are created.





FPX, FPY	 Local 101E scalars containing polygon first I
coordinates from type 4 input data.
I	 Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
Table E- I(Continued)
E"3
Real array cont.-tining the valid fields located on a
command image.
Contains the file position of the masks assoc






IN Graphic input data logical unit number: IN = NUMI(2).
' INPI File position of primary input mask.
INP2 File position of secondary input mask. I	 f
ITEMS
 a
Number of six-word items per list segment. ;}
J Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
	
K
K Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
L Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
LARGE I4argest positive integer value.
_ r
- LAST Four-character name of the previously processed
command; LAST = NAME(2).
LEND Length of CO'PAMON from BEG(l) through DATAl2.
LENGTH record length in words.
 for special list output.
LIST (I) Main list for processing mask data.
LOC(g) Index to LIST array for the current processing k
location for each list segment.
_ LOCO(3) Index to LIST array for the current processing
location for each ordered list. 1
LP Printer formatted output logical unit number;
LP = NUM1(3).




coordinates from type 4 input data.
A.
M Widely used local dummy scalar variable.






MASK Four-character mask name.
MAXIM(6) Maximum specified dimensions in the x, y,
length, width, radial, or any directions:
MAXIM(I) = MAXI.
MAX1 - MAX6 Scalar values for MAXIM array items.
MINIM(6) Minimum specified dimensions in the x, y,
length, width, radial, or all directions:
MINDA(1) = MIN l .
MINI • MIN6 Scalar values for MINIM array items.
MODE Gennral processing mode.
MODEI Processing morle for subroutines 101, 10(A, 101B,
r. 101C, 10 I D, and 101E.
MODEZ Processing mode for subroutine 107.
MODE3 Processing mode for subroutine 103.
MODE4 Processing mode for subroutine 1051.
MODES Processing mode for subroutine 105.
MODE6 Processing mode for subroutines 106A, I06B,
Io6C, and Io61).
MODE7 Processing mode. for subroutine 107.
MODE8 Processin; mode for subroutine 108.
MU Logical unit number for the mask storage file.





NAME(I) Real array where each entry is the 4-character
name for the mask occupying file location L
NEXT Indicator of additional steps in a string of pro-
cesses.
NUM1(I) Each entry contains the greatest primary identi-
fier of the mask occupying file position I.
NUM2(I) Each entry contains the greatest secondary
identifier of the mask occupying file position I.
NXT ORDER2, ORDER3, GEOM, :and OP4 local storage
of the scalar NEXT.
O(22) Real MAIN local array containing the 4-character
OPER command :lames.
OPTION(30) Array encompassing a group of scalars:
OPTION(l) = OPTNI, OPTION(30) = SEQ10.
OPTN1 Print option, value.
OPTN2 Alternate input unit option.
OPTN3 Data mode option.
.OPTN4 Scale factor option.
OPTN5 Offset override option.
OPTN6 Smash factor option.
OR Value indicating list ordering priority pattern,
ORD Ordered list segment length.
ORX, ORY T.ocal ,fol E scalars containing cell origin coordinates
from type -f input data.



























Ordered mast: output file position.
Special list output logical unit.
Printed output logical unit.
Mask output file position.
Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
Real local I01 B array storing parameters of
type 1 input data prior to smashing.
Pass counter for multiple pass processes;
PASS = NUM2(2).
Path code for overall operations.
Path code for a specific operation step.
	 ^ r
Miscellaneous path flags.
Real local IO1B array storing type 1 input data
coordinates prior to smashing. 	 f``
`^	 a
Real local. I01C array storing type 2 input data
coordinates prior to smashing.
Real local IOID array storing type 3 inp' ut data
coordinates prior to smashing,
Real local 101E scalars storitig type 4 input data
coordinates prior to smashing. 5.
Real local I01D scalars storm
	 type. 3 input datag Yp	 P 
coordinates prior to smashing.
.Real local I01 C array storing type 2 input data
coordinates prior.
 to smashing.
Widely used local dummy scal ar
 variable.
Widely used local dummy scalar variable.
Table E-1
(Continued).. .













REAL1 - REAL2 Real scalars local to OPl and OP4 used to store
floating point numbers resulting from mathematical
operations.
RECORD(T) Each entry contains a record count for the mask
occupying file position I.
S(35) Real MAIN local array containing the 4-character
SPEC command forms.
S(36) Local 106D array containing default information for
the first record of a design file.
SCALE	 Real local I01E ecalar storing type 4 input data scale.
SEG	 General list segment number.
SEGI. Primary input mask list segment number.
SEG2 Secondary input mask list segment number.
SEG3 Unordered mask output segment number.
SEGO Ordered mask output segment number.
SEGS	 Residue list segment number.
SEQ1	 Preliminary identifier action code.
SEW	 Final primary identifier action code.
SEQ3	 Final secondary identifier action code.
SEQ4	 Index to LIST array of identifiers to be considered
for modification.
SE05	 Primary identifier incrernenting value.
SEQb	 Secondary identifier incrementing value.
SE07	 Previous ;p rima--y identifier replaced.
SFQ.8








Previous primary replacement identifier.	 y fi
Previous secondary replacement identifier.
Upper bound on SETUP array.
Array used to store information for multiple step
processes.
Scalar values for first five entries of SETUP arrays:
SET1 - SETUP(l).
Record skip flag for reading mask input data.
Array farm of specification codes: SPEC(1) = SPEC1.--
Printed output specification code.
Temporary storage specification code.
!3
Identifier assignment specification code.CD
Minimum dimensional boundary specification code.
Maximum dimensional boundary specification code.
Address of first entry in an ordered list.
General I/O status flag.
Real 107 local array contai ling "01,1 11 and ' D OFF" for
Ft-)olcan printout.
Contains the I/O status of each list segment. w
ReJ T03 local array into which valid field command
characters are encoded.
Real MAID? local array containing the 4-character
































TEMPM) 103 local array used to temporarily store x
command image characters.
TEST Indicator for dimensional testing steps in a process
string.	 -
TIME tDEPEND local real scalar storing internal clock
time.
TYPE Real 4-character command type.
T1, T2 Local I01-E scalars containing characters identifying
valid type 4 format input records.
T1 - T6 Real 101B local scalars containin
	 nrg fo	 characters
identifying valid type 1 format input records.
UNIT Mask file position indicator.
VALUE(6) Miscellaneous values storage:
	 VALUE (3)
VALUE(6) contain coordinates of the permissible
window of masks for the run: VALUE(1) = VALI. j
VAL1	 VALE Scalar names fo:. VALUE array items.
WORDS Number of words in a list segment.
X Local I01C scalar c^antaining the character "X".
Z(11) Local I03 array containing the characters 11011
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